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Secret Predictable
Ward Heilman
Sometimes art is in tatters, science jars,
only math matters, alone in smooth truth.
Other times, the poet creates, as justice bars
and the lab just flatters with lies of proof.
The vacuum to which ersatz beauty cleaves
breaks down when the light of design reveals
a “festal splendor” of bright fractal leaves,
sun sized dreams and all the work that heals.
Everything is math and everything is art,
Story, shape, sound, love, all feather of wing.
The light heart and open passion play their part,
while in disjoint flings, we dance or prove or sing.
Yet the exquisite predictable secrets come 
when all creative human thought and art are one.
The above was motivated by a quote from Ralph Waldo Emerson,  
Society and Solitude:
“ We do not listen with the best regard to the verses of a man who  
is only a poet, nor to his problems if he is only an algebraist; but  
if a man is at once acquainted with the geometric foundation of  
things and with their festal splendor, his poetry is exact and his  
arithmetic musical.”
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When Michael Kryzanek first intro-
duced the Bridgewater Review in 1982, 
he outlined how the publication 
would be structured with essays, book 
reviews, and creative works. He also 
established the spirit of the enterprise, 
that it will be “a publication that is 
informative, timely, and thought-
provoking” (May-June 1982). Those 
were the avenues that I wanted to 
follow with my investigation. What 
were faculty researching, writing, and 
thinking in past decades, and how did 
the Bridgewater Review serve as a conduit 
for creative endeavor? What does this 
magazine say about who we were in the 
past and who we are now? 
My first impression of the 1980s was 
how little certain issues have changed. 
Barbara Apstein wrote about how her 
students had difficulty with the label 
of “feminist” even though they agreed 
that women should be granted equal 
opportunities (March 1984). William 
J. Murphy offered commentary on 
gun ownership and why many people 
choose to keep guns in their homes. 
A guest contributor, Richard Sawyer, 
president of a consulting firm, wrote 
an opinion piece titled “Why Our 
Business Leaders Need the Liberal 
Arts” (December 1984). Sawyer 
observed that the liberal arts were rarely 
addressed at a conference on business 
and education and concluded, “At 
this critical juncture, before setting 
an inf lexible policy that excludes the 
liberal arts, business, government and 
educational leaders need to re-evaluate 
how the liberal arts tradition can 
significantly contribute to a strength-
ened economy.” Sound familiar?  I did 
not know whether to find comfort or 
despair in the fact that not much has 
changed in our society. Though I enjoy 
pointing out continuity over time to 
my students, such continuity can be 
difficult to process when you feel its 
direct impact. 
I could not help but indulge in the 
writings of my now-retired history 
department colleagues. Their work 
also signaled continuity. Thomas 
Turner and David Culver wrote about 
conspiracy theories surrounding the 
assassination of Abraham Lincoln and 
the attack on Pearl Harbor (May-June, 
December 1982). Philip Silvia con-
tributed an article on sports heroes, 
outlining the phases of public expecta-
tion for major celebrities from Ty Cobb 
to Muhammad Ali and demonstrating 
how the media negotiated their public 
persona, private behavior, or political 
actions ( July 1985). Phil’s essay made 
me think about the expectations for 
female sports celebrities from Billie Jean 
King to Serena Williams to the recent 
United States Women’s Soccer Team’s 
World Cup triumph. His article also left 
me with some tidbits of knowledge: (1) 
that Phil is a good writer – no surprise 
there; (2) that boxer John L. Sullivan 
once “consumed three whole chickens 
covered with rice and a loaf of bread” – 
somewhat of a surprise, but not really.
By the 1990s, the campus was look-




For the upcoming academic year, I have been handed the editorial reins of the Bridgewater Review. I decided that the only way to take a 
magazine into the future is to learn about its past. 
Thanks to the generosity of previous editor, Andrew 
Holman, BSU archivist Orson Kingsley, and founding 
editor, Michael Kryzanek, I gathered a number of  
back issues. A summer research project was born. 
Outfitted with a five-inch pile of magazines and 
Thomas Turner’s book on the history of the university, 
I was ready to start digging. 
Bridgewater Review, Volume 1, Number 1 (1982)
Bridgewater Review, Volume 10, Number 1 (1992)
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to bring it into production and publica-
tion. The faculty and other members of 
the Bridgewater State community have 
delivered engaging and well-researched 
articles, demonstrating the impressive 
academic talent that we have at the 
classroom helm. The magazine has  
also benefited from university presi-
dents and administrators who have  
supported faculty efforts and provided  
a public platform to discuss research and 
creative interests. 
information was becoming electronic, 
and the new Moakley Center was 
destined as a hub of innovation. Bill 
Levin wrote a piece musing how the 
Internet might interact with education 
in the future, noting how the resource 
has potential to present more quantity 
than quality of information (December 
1996). Professors are still wrestling with 
that reality. The 1990s also brought dia-
logue on multiculturalism and emphasis 
on how women’s studies was alive on 
campus. The magazine revealed the 
amount of support that faculty were 
receiving through CART (Center for 
the Advancement of Research and 
Teaching) with regular reporting on 
faculty grants and research projects. 
As I entered the 2000s, I started to see 
more familiar faces of my colleagues (I 
joined the faculty in 2006) and noted 
how their research focused on solving 
problems and addressing social needs. 
Jing Tan contributed an article on the 
cultural and practical challenges older 
immigrants face in the United States, 
such as seeking health care (December 
2011). She did well to explain why older 
individuals come to the U.S. Her work 
illustrates the layers of complexity that 
surround immigration and reminds us 
that this topic cannot be whittled down 
into a single political talking point. I 
was also struck by Sandra Neargarder’s 
research on Alzheimer’s Disease ( June 
2005). She investigated contrast sen-
sitivity and the implications of shift-
ing color contrasts in one’s everyday 
surroundings, demonstrating that high 
color contrasts of objects allow people 
with AD to see objects better. In her 
study, participants, who often start con-
suming less food for a variety of reasons, 
could see their food better on a bright 
red plate rather than a white one (since 
many food items served are of a white 
hue). This discovery resulted in greater 
food and drink intake among individu-
als. Her findings could help to improve 
one’s day-to-day living environment. I 
personally appreciated Sandy’s efforts as 
two of my aunts passed away this year 
and both suffered from severe demen-
tia, one of whom struggled with eating. 
The 2000s also featured ref lection and 
recognition of the magazine’s accom-
plishments as well as highlights of 
individual contributions. The passing of 
Charles Angell was felt deeply among 
his colleagues who wrote moving trib-
utes ( June, December 2012). His work 
for Bridgewater Review was impressive, 
as he wrote the book reviews for each 
issue, which often included more than 
one book. 
Once the Andrew Holman editorial era 
began in 2012, that sense of support and 
excellence continued. In one editorial, 
Andy described attending a university 
magazine conference and learning that 
many other operations are not run by 
faculty, but by individuals hired to 
“manage the talent” (November 2013). 
In this regard, Bridgewater Review is 
special - produced by faculty for the 
BSU community. Reading his account 
reminded me of the feeling of pride  
I get when I take BSU students abroad 
and witness how well they represent 
our institution. In fact, Andy’s writ-
ing summarized my overall sense of 
satisfaction after reading through my 
Bridgewater Review stack. Over the 
years, this magazine has provided 
exceptional quality from the editors 
and associate editors who worked hard 
Bridgewater Review, Volume 11, Number 1 (1993)
Bridgewater Review, Volume 25, Number 1 (2006)
Sarah Wiggins is Professor in the 
Department of History
This magazine represents who we were, 
are, and will be: thoughtful and inten-
tional educators. Faculty talent does 
not need as much management as one 
might assume, as evidenced in almost 
four decades of publication. With that 
knowledge and the support of my 
editorial colleagues, Ellen Scheible and 
Norma Anderson, I hope to continue 
the tradition.
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Epidemiology is a public health tool 
that tracks patterns of health and dis-
ease in communities (WHO, 2017). 
Specifically, epidemiologists aim  
to study “puzzles” with hopes of iden-
tifying patterns that can illuminate 
a “web of causation” concerning a 
particular issue. 
At the Eastern Athletic Trainers’ 
Association 2018 annual meeting 
in Boston, MA, we hosted “Opioid 
Awareness and Narcan™ Training” 
and began the talk with a discussion 
on opioids from an unlikely place: 
Scott County, Indiana. In March 
2015, a public health alert of increasing 
Hepatitis C and HIV cases garnered 
the attention from then-Governor, 
Mike Pence. Health officials were able 
to trace the outbreak to contaminated 
needles from people injecting opioids. 
Similar surges in infections were also 
noted in surrounding states. From an 
epidemiological perspective and as the 
“forest” became more evident from the 
“trees,” the nation was fully in the grips 
of an opioid crisis, if not an epidemic. 
Opioids, Acute Pain Management, 
Athletes, and Policy
James E. Leone, Suanne Maurer-Starks,  
Kimberly A. Wise, Daniel A. Muse
Introduction to the opioid epidemic
Late in 2015 while driving through the backroads of several small towns in Massachusetts on the way to my sister’s house, a pattern began to 
emerge, the number 2069 appeared on numerous  
signs in front lawns. Trained in epidemiology, the 
study of the distribution and determinants of patterns,  
I made a mental note to research this once I got to  
my destination. Before I could access the information, 
my sister said, “Oh, that represents the number of 
fatal opioid overdoses in Massachusetts.” Shocked and 
feeling underinformed I began to delve deeper into  
the topic, in particular, the data. 
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The opioid epidemic can be classified 
as “home-grown” dating back to the 
1980s when healthcare began look-
ing at pain management more closely. 
Pain became referred to as the “fifth 
vital sign” to which healthcare provid-
ers (namely physicians) were to be held 
responsible (Portenoy & Thompson, 
1986). The FDA used largely unregu-
lated studies to expedite new pain 
medications because it would be 
“unethical” to allow people to live with 
pain; therefore, data were extrapolated 
from short-term studies and several 
drugs were launched. Companies, 
such as Purdue Pharmaceuticals began 
expediting research into drugs such as 
OxyContin™ which was marketed as 
optimal pain control with little to no 
addictive properties (Quinones, 2016). 
When long-term studies on these drugs 
confirmed their highly addictive proper-
ties, the damage was already done and 
the opioid epidemic wheel was set in 
motion. Despite class action lawsuits in 
2007 in which Purdue Pharmaceuticals 
settled for $634 million and Cephalon 
(manufacturer of the opioid lollipop) for 
$425 million a year later for deceptive 
practices (Washington Post, 2018), opioid 
prescriptions reached nearly 219 million 
in 2011. Unsurprisingly, there were 
17,000+ opioid-related overdoses that 
same year. In fact, referring to Table 1 
(CDC “Prescribing rate maps,” 2017), 
one can see the pattern emerge where 
in 2012, prescribing rates peaked, but 
stricter legislation reduced the prescrip-
tion rate considerably by 2016. This  
can be viewed as a victory, right? Not  
so fast. In fact, of the 63,632 drug 
overdose deaths in 2016, 66.4% (42,249) 
were due to an opioid (Hedegaard, 
Warner & Minino, 2017). 
Vermont data (Table 2) show that the 
decrease in opioid-related prescription 
overdoses and deaths crossed epidemio-
logic pathways with opioid overdoses. 
Illicit forms of the drug became more 
common. For example, heroin and the 
powerful synthetic opioid, Fentanyl 
(and more recently, CarFentanil), 
caused a spike in overdose deaths by 
2015/2016.
Essentially, the “legal” obtaining 
of opioids went underground when 
prescribing practices changed. A 2014 
JAMA study reported a 19% decline 
in opioid prescriptions, yet a 20% 
increase in emergency department 
visits for overdoses; clearly the issue was 
not abating but rather, shape shifting. 
Table 2. Drug-related fatalities involving opioids
 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
Total number of accidental and undetermined manner drug-related fatalities involving an opioid
(categories not mutually exclusive)
Source: Vermont Department of Health Vital Statistics System  (https://www.healthvermont.gov/
sites/default/files/documents/pdf/ADAP_Data_Brief_Opioid_Related_Fatalities.pdf)























Being the f lagship of the 
Massachusetts State College 
system, the university paved  
the way as the first school in  
the nation to implement a  
public-access naloxone 
(NarcanTM) program.
Table 1. Total number and rate of opioid 
prescriptions dispensed, United States, 
2006-2016
Source: Centers for Disease Control and 
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socioeconomic burdens among oth-
ers. It is difficult to treat addiction 
when multiple life challenges may be 
at play. These issues often do not start 
with a single event and will certainly 
not be solved by a singular approach. It 
is evident that changes must be made 
to current practices of pain manage-
ment. Awareness and education are 
important, but changing attitudes and 
perceptions of what opioid use and 
addiction is, may lead to traction in the 
advocacy and policy arena. Frank dis-
cussion about the profile of opioid use is 
greatly needed rather than scrambling 
to put a band-aid over the problem with 
more treatment facilities and access to 
drugs such as nalaxone (i.e. Narcan™). 
Even social justice issues need to make 
it into the discussion. For example, 
Representative Diana Richardson (D - 
NY) stated, “Opioid abuse gets you sent 
to treatment; crack abuse gets you sent 
to prison!” This statement ref lects the 
deep-seated mismanagement of drug 
issues based on race and class, which 
even has been acknowledged in a 2014 
JAMA report, “...heroin addiction had 
migrated from low-income urban areas 
with large minority populations to 
more aff luent suburban and rural areas 
with primarily white populations.”
Nearly 7.7 million adolescents partici-
pated in interscholastic sports in 2013 
and approximately 20% have sustained 
an injury resulting in medical attention, 
including surgeries (Kerr et al., 2012). 
Given these numbers, we can assume 
adolescents may be prescribed opioids 
to manage pain. It is vital that school 
officials, parents, and athletic train-
ers closely monitor trends in schools 
and communities through valid and 
reliable surveillance to properly target 
issues and allocate resources. Data 
from surveillance such as the Youth 
Risk Behavior Surveillance System 
According to the Institute of Medicine 
(2015), 100 million+ Americans 
experience chronic pain with roughly 
10 million taking opioids and related 
substances. Another 2.1 million people 
are addicted (NIH, 2016; NIDA, 2017), 
which is likely under-reported due to 
the stigma attached to drug use. The 
latter statistic is most concerning con-
sidering 4 out of 5 heroin addicts claim 
using opioid-based drugs prior to their 
heroin addiction (Jones, 2013). 
Every state profile on opioid abuse will 
vary, however the overall picture is 
concerning. According to CDC data 
(2017), overdose rates increased from 
2014 to 2015 (Table 3), illustrating that 
the U.S. has the highest opioid use rate 
in the world. 
County-wide data also show where 
most overdoses and deaths are occur-
ring; however, caution should be taken 
when viewing the data considering that 
incidences may not occur where people 
reside, thus complicating how public 
health and law enforcement target their 
efforts. Accurate reporting matters 
and underscores the adage, “if it is not 
counted, then it doesn’t count.” 
Other factors also play a role in opi-
oid use and deaths; namely, region 
(Midwest and Northeast), socioeco-
nomic status (middle to middle-lower 
class), gender (male, 76%), and age (25-
44 years). Using a person, place, and 
time approach can help target efforts 
and promote policies that satisfy  
all levels of prevention. Healthcare  
providers such as athletic trainers often 
are referred to as the “eyes and ears”  
in various settings; therefore, we have 
a tremendous opportunity to positively 
impact the opioid crisis nationally;  
this is not an issue that will be solved  
in isolation.
Starting the discussion
Stigma plays a significant role in the 
opioid epidemic. For example, drug 
use often is accompanied by mental 
health challenges, legal issues, and 
















































(YRBSS) as well as a more recent 
push to include the Screening, Brief 
Intervention, Referral, and Treatment 
(SBIRT) for students and athletes, may 
provide robust data to tailor programs 
and policies around opioid use and pain 
management unique to each school  
and community. For example, data 
from the YRBSS “Trends in the preva-
lence of marijuana, cocaine, and other 
illegal drug use national YRBS 1991-
2015,” suggested a 3.5% decrease in 
use of prescription drugs (e.g. opioids) 
during the period of 2009-2015 (20.2% 
- 16.8%) (YRBS “Trends,” 2017); 
however, a sharp upturn in opioid use 
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and overdoses began in 2015. Data are 
informative, however, accurate report-
ing needs to be assured and triangulated 
with other sources such as emergency 
departments, law enforcement reports, 
and community mortality data. 
Instruments and approaches such as  
the SBIRT aim to identify those at  
risk through selected screening, use  
an intervention protocol, and referral 
for accessible treatment before poten-
tial for abuse goes unmitigated. The 
SBIRT approach may be most useful 
during vulnerable periods for athletes 
such as post-injury and post-surgery 
due to high potential for pain and access 
to medications. Healthcare provid-
ers are well-positioned to initiate and 
follow through with conversations and, 
hopefully, action plans. 
Key Involvement Players
In order to assist in creating a culture  
of change, healthcare providers need  
to be cognizant of the community 
stakeholders as these individuals can 
either be a help or hindrance when 
attempting change and policy develop-
ment. For example, in the secondary 
school setting, an athletic trainer may 
need to seek out support of parents,  
the PTO, school administration, school 
board, teachers, coaches, and the school 
nurse. If it is a private school, the board 
of trustees as well as alumni may be part 
of the process to obtain ‘buy-in.’  
In looking at the collegiate setting,  
an athletic trainer may be seeking out 
the assistance and support from other 
athletic trainers, team physician(s), 
health services, administration (deans 
through the president), as well as 
coaches and athletes themselves. 
Consultation with NCAA representa-
tives and even legal counsel may also 
help to create a well-rounded policy. 
We suggest taking time to identify  
key community members to bet-
ter assist in the development of a pain 
management policy. Change and policy 
cannot occur in a vacuum, and it is  
our belief that ‘buy-in’ needs to take 
place with any successful policy, pain 
management and opioids notwith-
standing. Participation could take 
the form of informational sessions, 
workshops linked to other community 
events (road races, farmers’ markets, 
etc.), targeted media campaigns, door-
to-door advocacy, yard signs, social 
media, newspaper columns, pre-season 
sessions, PTO/PTA meetings, and 
open forums. 
Leading by Example:  
The Bridgewater  
State University 
Connection Story
On June 22, 2017, a mock overdose  
was staged at Bridgewater State Uni-
versity spearheaded by the Athletic 
Training Program and Signature 
Health, Brockton Hospital. The simu-
lation included two men pretending  
to overdose in a car, athletic trainers, 
first responders, campus police, and 
emergency medical technicians,  
and staged a drill demonstrating  
the immediacy required during an 
emergency situation. 
The concept of the staged overdose 
began in 2016 when the two institu-
tions shared similar sentiments for the 
need to educate and train healthcare 
providers about pain management.  
This ‘buy-in’ was the first step to  
educate the local community and  
its constituents. The symposium fea-
tured the use of the overdose antidote, 
naloxone (Narcan™), and how to  
use it. Unfortunately, rather than pre-
ventative education, facilitators were 
asked to prepare responders for the 
immediate use of naloxone due to the 
spiking rates of opioid overdoses. The 
underlying theme, however, was to 
advocate a culture of change within  
the medical community and for the 
naloxone to be a staple part in the  
athletic trainer’s first-aid kit.
As part of Bridgewater State Univer-
sity’s new initiative, an informa-
tional training event was held at the 
institution in September, 2017. The 
University’s initiative was to place 
naloxone in 50 locations across campus 
including residence halls. This approach 
also has been likened to the placement 
of Automatic External Defibrillators 
(AEDs) in similar settings. Being the 
f lagship of the Massachusetts State 
College system, the university paved 
the way as the first school in the nation 
to implement a public-access naloxone 
(Narcan™) program.
Despite class action lawsuits 
in 2007 in which Purdue 
Pharmaceuticals settled for 
$634 million and Cephalon 
(manufacturer of the opioid 
lollipop) for $425 million a year 
later for deceptive practices … 
opioid prescriptions reached 
nearly 219 million in 2011. 
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Prevention: An acute pain 
management policy
High-quality, evidence-based pain care 
is essential to pave the way for bur-
den reduction of pain for individuals 
while reducing the inappropriate use of 
opioids ( Jones & Singh, 2017). YRBS 
“Trends” 2017 suggests the addiction 
cycle begins with a substantial injury. 
As a result, a healthcare provider may 
prescribe opioid-based medication for 
pain management, but lack of attention 
to numerous factors including the num-
ber of pills ingested by the athlete, can 
easily set them on the path to addiction. 
When dependent on opioids the inabil-
ity to escape pain can create a sense of 
hopelessness. The athlete may then turn 
to street drugs (e.g. heroin) because the 
prescribed opioid access expires. When 
considering this scenario, it is easy to 
see how addiction evolves from a single 
episode of injury. 
Athletic trainers are the medical ‘eyes 
and ears’ within a traditional athletic 
environment. Due to the consistent 
face-to-face interaction, a strong con-
nection between patient and pro-
vider can ensue. As such, the authors 
believe athletic trainers need to have 
vast knowledge about how analgesics 
are used to treat pain, common side 
effects, and interventions for the pre-
scribed medication (Chou et al., 2009). 
Continuing education is warranted 
for current practitioners and perhaps 
adding a focus in pharmacology during 
education also may prove helpful. The 
authors advocate for athletic train-
ers to incorporate Screening, Brief 
Intervention, and Referral to Treat 
(SBIRTTM) to their repertoire, which 
will aid in the identification, reduction 
and (hopefully) prevention of prob-
lematic use, abuse, and dependence on 
alcohol and illicit drugs after injury. 
Benefits of SBIRT are multifaceted 
when the athletic trainer is equipped 
to provide an educational platform for 
their community and an Acute Injury 
Protocol (AIP) to aid in the recognition 
of athletes who are considered high risk 
for substance abuse (SAMHSA). 
Utilizing the athletic trainer to set the 
AIP in motion begins with manda-
tory substance abuse training. This 
education offers a platform for athletic 
trainers to prepare patients and caregiv-
ers about pain management strategies 
for both pre- and post-surgical proce-
dures. As such the athletic trainer can 
advocate for alternative pain treatment, 
such as over-the-counter medications 
(NSAIDS) and the well-known RICES 
protocol. If an opioid is warranted, 
the ‘3 squared’ monitoring protocol 
should be advocated, which includes no 
more than a three-day supply of opioids 
taken no more than three times a day. 
Additionally, patients and caregivers 
need to receive education on balanced 
analgesia; particularly best practices, 
addiction potential, risk of mixing, 
storage and disposal of prescriptions and 
warning about operating a vehicle. 
Balanced analgesia, the administra-
tion of a mixture of a small amount 
both opioid and over-the-counter pain 
medications also may prove useful in 
controlling pain while limiting the 
addictive effects of opioid medications. 
Combination analgesics are likely as 
effective in pain control, however, 
further research is needed (Kehlet, 
Werner & Perkins, 1999). Several 
other topics, strategies, and discussion 
points concerning responsible opioid 
prescribing and use, as well as pain 
management approaches, can be found 
in “Plymouth County’s Response to 




Sample Programs  
and Policies
The authors suggest several points 
about the creation of a pain manage-
ment policy and opioid education.  
First is a prevention-based model 
whereby patients who would likely be 
receiving pain medication (i.e. surgical 
patients) are educated on their effects 
… 100 million+ Americans 
experience chronic pain with 
roughly 10 million taking opioids 
and related substances. Another 
2.1 million people are addicted 
… which is likely under-reported 
due to the stigma attached to  
drug use. The latter statistic is 
most concerning considering  
4 out of 5 heroin addicts claim 
using opioid-based drugs prior  
to their heroin addiction.
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James E. Leone is Professor in the 
Department of Movement Arts, Health 
Promotion, and Leisure Studies 
prior to surgery. If adolescents are the 
patient group, then discussion and edu-
cation must take place with guardians 
as well as the adolescents themselves. 
Included in this discussion could be  
the addictive nature of specific pharma-
ceutical agents and appropriate dosage 
of narcotics that should be used versus  
what is being prescribed. 
Additionally, what should be consid-
ered in this discussion are the signs and 
symptoms that would hint at possi-
ble addiction. Key signals to identify 
possible addiction should not only be 
discussed with parents/caregivers, but 
also with all who are involved with this 
population. The athletic trainer can also 
help identify alternative pain manage-
ment. For example, literature has sug-
gested non-drug techniques in manag-
ing pain are efficacious. This includes 
the key role and positioning of athletic 
trainers is an essential piece in solving 
the opioid crisis. For example, accu-
rately reporting issues via arrest reports, 
death certificates, and even mentioning 
the cause of death in obituary notices, 
may prove useful in helping diminish 
stigma surrounding opioid use. Athletic 
trainers’ functioning in diverse roles 
and settings may be what is needed in 
attenuating opioid use, abuse, over-
doses, and ultimately mortality, via 
concerted awareness, advocacy, and 
action. We have presented some models 
and ideas concerning this epidemic in 
our communities, such as using data-
informed decision making, the SBIRT 
approach, and alternative pain manage-
ment strategies; however, what is most 
needed, in our collective opinion, is  
prevention. Working closely with 
It is difficult to treat addiction 
when multiple life challenges may 
be at play. These issues often do 
not start with a single event and 
will certainly not be solved by a 
singular approach. 
Suanne Maurer-Starks is Professor in the 
Department of Movement Arts, Health 
Promotion, and Leisure Studies
relaxation, distraction (i.e. music), 
imagery, and massage among others. 
Some have suggested a combination of 
interventions to reduce pain (i.e. relaxa-
tion, music and massage) as alternatives 
to traditional pain management (Wells, 
Pasero & McCaffery, 2008).
The future: A call to action
Rather than ending this article with a 
conclusion, we have chosen to end with 
a call to action. Accurate reporting and 
surveillance through epidemiology and 
healthcare providers in a true team-
based approach (as in the Bridgewater 
State University initiatives and Massa-
chusetts approaches) and developing 
model pain management policies that 
provide direction and accountability, 
likely will lead to a better future. As so 
many drug users have said repeatedly, 
“I never thought I would get hooked!” 
– let’s assure we use our foresight in 
these efforts. 
Kimberly A. Wise is Assistant Professor in 
the Department of Movement Arts, Health 
Promotion, and Leisure Studies 
Daniel A. Muse is a Critical Care Physician 
at Signature Healthcare Brockton Hospital
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Dr. Black introduced me to Rob 
Monteith who supervises this space, and 
to my future student mentors, Kevin 
Monteith, Amanda Morrison, and 
Keith Phelan, and left me in their capa-
ble hands as he ran off to teach a class. I 
recognized some 3D printers because I 
had made some two-inch tall 3D action 
heroes on a $10,000 3D printer ten 
years ago. (The Think Tank’s tiniest 
3D printer now costs $200!) I was espe-
cially interested when Kevin pointed 
out a CNC router system to me because 
I had heard of them and the mysterious 
CAD/CAM acronym but had never 
seen one. I gathered it could cut out 
anything (from wood or aluminum) 
that I could draw in 3D on a computer. 
When I saw Amanda rotating a 3D 
brain model on her computer screen, I 
suspected that “drawing” might not be 
a simple or straightforward process.
Weeks ago my dentist had taken hun-
dreds of pictures of my sorry tooth and 
had stitched the pictures together into 
a 3D model that would be used to pro-
duce my crown. Amanda said that they 
had similar technology in the Think 
Tank that I could use to load 3D images 
of wooden pieces into the computer 
and arrange them into 3D sculptures. 
When I created a sculpture I liked, I 
could build it up layer by layer on a 3D 
printer or I could carve it in wood using 
the CNC router. Then I could photo-
graph the piece in the evenly lit light 
box that is in the Think Tank for that 
very purpose.
I was intrigued by all these possibili-
ties and asked what I had to do to use 
the CNC router. I was told that the 
first step was to sign on to http://
bridgewaterhub.org/ and read docu-
mentation covering the operation of 
all the machines in the room and pass 
a multiple-choice safety quiz on that 
information. Next I had to start learn-
ing how to draft 3D drawings on the 
computer using a computer program 
called Inventor. Inventor is used to turn 
ideas into working diagrams and then 
to make a prototype from them on a 3D 
printer or CNC router.
I collaborate with Bob Beardsley in 
making laminated bowls. The tech-
nique we use, called making a Bowl 
from a Board (BFB), starts with gluing 
up differently hued woods into a 12” 
square board 1 ½” thick. We tilt our 
scroll saw table to the correct angle and 
cut a 12” diameter circle out of the 12” 
square board. This circle is then further 
sawed into five evenly spaced concen-
tric rings leaving a central 7” diameter 
disk. The rings are stacked and glued 
forming the bowl’s wall and the central 
disk becomes the bowl’s foot. This 
glue up is then turned into a smoothly 
The Think Tank: My Introduction 
to one of BSU’s Makerspaces
Toby Lorenzen
As I met Dr. Michael Black in the computer science department, I asked about the status  of the Makerspaces that he, Rob Monteith, 
Rob Lorenson, and Robert Hellstrom oversee.  
“Great,” he answered, “Would you like a tour of the 
Think Tank Makerspace?” I answered, “Sure. What 
exactly is a Makerspace?” As he walked me down to 
the ground f loor of the Math and Science building, 
he explained, “A Makerspace is where makers make 
things.” I thought to myself “Well, I’ve been making  
wooden bowls on a lathe for a long time, so I guess 
I’m a maker,” but I did wonder how this Makerspace 
would differ from my woodworking shop. As we 
entered DMF 151, christened the “Think Tank,” I  
had my answer: each piece of machinery in this room 
was somehow controlled by a computer.
Image 1: (Author’s Photo) Image 2: (Author’s Photo)
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shaped bowl on a lathe. Image 1 shows 
a bowl we made pre-Makerspace with 
the waste below it. Image 2 shows the 
upside down bowl surrounded by the 
waste. The irregular white pattern of 
triangles arose from the white sapwood 
found along the outside edges of the 
walnut boards. Hopefully you can 
visualize what the original 12” square 
looked like and see what each piece of 
walnut and yellow heart contributed to 
the finished bowl.
Cutting out the rings at the correct 
angle should produce a funnel-shaped 
bowl with straight walls. I misunder-
stood the calculation of this correct 
angle and produced a bowl that looked 
more like a circular Mayan stepped 
temple than a funnel. I bemoaned this 
sorry state of affairs to Joe Matta (a 
Think Tank lab tech) and he modeled 
the bowl in Inventor in perfect detail 
and pointed out my faulty assumption 
on his diagram. Thanks to Joe, our 
bowl walls have now straightened out.
Also, pre-Makerspace, Bob and I had 
made a walnut BFB with six columns 
of windows cut out of its sides. To do 
this, we made a jig and used a handheld 
router to excavate six long triangles 
radiating from board’s center down ½” 
into the 1 ½” thick square of wood. 
Our problem was that we would have 
to make a new jig for each different size 
bowl we wished to make. I wondered if 
Inventor could be cajoled into making 
a general-purpose model that would 
allow the CNC router to cut triangles 
for any size bowl if we input the rim 
and foot diameters of the bowl.
I used the maker website to request 
lab time with Kevin (he approved 
my request) and brought him the 
windowed bowl made using our jig 
and asked if the CNC router could be 
programmed to cut triangles into any 
size square stock. His short answer was 
“Yes,” and he followed up with “But 
you need to understand that this is not 
a shop—it’s a Makerspace.” After a bit 
of listening, I gathered a shop is a place 
where I go to get a machinist to make 
something for me and this was not 
such a place. This was a place where I 
must learn how to make the piece with 
major, continuing guidance from these 
student mentors. If I didn’t like that 
deal, I was welcome to go to a shop.
To learn Inventor I studied the four 
Inventor tutorials Keith had written: 
https://www.bridgewaterhub.org/
resources/tutorials.php and attended 
the three hands-on modeling work-
shops when offered during the semes-
ter. Kevin volunteered to become my 
main mentor since he has the most 
experience on the CNC router.
After Kevin understood how I wanted 
to arrange the six triangular cutouts 
in my 12” walnut square, he led me 
Image 3: (Author’s Photo)
Image 4: (Author’s Photo)
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through the process of making a 2D 
sketch, extruding the sketch into a 3D 
solid, marking out one triangle and 
using a circular pattern to produce six 
evenly spaced triangles from that one 
original triangle.
When I described a project I would 
like to work on, Kevin would tell me 
to find videos on specific topics that 
I must master. For example, when 
I wanted to draw a 3D bowl, I was 
assigned to watch videos on Loft and 
Revolve. With that info under my belt, 
at our next meeting he would rapidly 
click and produce a 3D bowl. Then 
I would slowly try to reproduce his 
series of clicks. When I got stuck, he 
would click me through my impasse. 
After a couple of weeks of studying 
videos, I could use Inventor’s CAD 
(Computer Aided Design) to sketch 
simple 3D models. “So, can we use the 
CNC router now?” I asked. “Weeell 
not quite. You have to learn CAM 
(Computer Aided Manufacturing) to 
tell the router what kind of cuts you 
want to make and in what order to 
make them.”
To cut out the six triangles from the 
walnut square required filling in four 
windows of information for each of the 
Facing Cut (f lattens the board), Pocket 
Cut (roughly cuts out the triangles), 
Contour Cut (to smooth the sides of the 
cutouts), and Horizontal or Parallel Cut 
(to smooth the bottom of the cutouts). 
Take a look at the result of our first 
Makerspace project (Image 3). When 
we later used the saw to cut the 12” 
wood square into rings, we cut through 
the f lat-bottomed triangular cutouts 
at a 27 degree angle. We rotated every 
other ring 180 degrees before glue up to 
produce the finished bowl (Image 4).
For our next windowed bowl, I asked 
to make red ¼” thick triangular 
inserts of red heartwood to glue to 
the bottom of the excavated triangles. 
That required learning about CAD 
Image 5: (Author’s Photo) Image 6: (Author’s Photo)
Image 7: (Author’s Photo)
“… you need to understand 
that this is not a shop—it’s a 
Makerspace.” After a bit of 
listening, I gathered a shop 
is a place where I go to get a 
machinist to make something for 
me and this was not such a place. 
This was a place where I must 
learn how to make the piece with 
major, continuing guidance from 
these student mentors…
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start with an arbitrarily patterned 12” 
square and mimic the steps Bob and I 
do in the workshop to produce a bowl. 
If the computer model didn’t please, we 
could save a week of work and $50 of 
wood by not making a bowl we didn’t 
like. My homework assignment was 
to assemble brown and yellow colored 
rectangular boxes into a computer 
model of my actual 12” board.
Unfortunately, mimicking the steps 
Bob and I do in the workshop in a 
CAD model was quite complicated 
and the project was tabled. A week 
later I had a new idea: I took the 12” 
multihued square that was 1 ½” thick 
and modeled it to be as thick as the 
finished bowl was tall (Image 7). Now 
(as Michelangelo was rumored to have 
said) “The bowl was trapped in the 
block and if the non-bowl parts were 
removed, the bowl would emerge.” I 
watched videos all weekend searching 
for a similar problem and speculated 
that maybe the Sculpt or Split CAD 
commands could be useful. Kevin later 
used the Split command to remove 
the non-bowl parts from my block 
and produced a model (See Image 8). 
Compare that model with the actual 
assemblies and constraints and using the 
CAM 2D Contour Cut to cut along the 
edges of the red triangles to free them 
from their parent board. 
I realized just before sawing the rings 
out that the red window attachments 
would appear on the upper edge of the 
window instead of the bottom edge 
where they would be more effectively 
seen. To counter this problem, we 
f lipped our 12” square over and cut out 
the rings. This resulted in a crenulated 
bowl rim that we sanded f lat. More 
insidiously, the partial windows of the 
foot moved from the bottom to the top 
of the foot. When I turned away those 
partial windows, the foot was now too 
small to glue to the ring above it. We 
glued in a new piece of wood instead 
and added a red foot. See Image 5 for 
the glue up. In right to left order, we 
have the metal faceplate (threaded to 
the lathe like a nut on a bolt) attached 
to the waste block with six screws, red 
foot, new wood replacing old foot, 
bowl previously shown in Image 1. 
Keith suggested an alternative method; 
he used the Revolve command to 
shave away the unwanted wood from 
the model as a machine called a shaper 
might do in a traditional woodworking 
shop. What a major breakthrough for 
our team!
Amanda took Image 9 of the CNC 
Router f lanked by the author and 
the mentor. I wish to thank Kevin, 
Amanda, Keith, and Joe for all the  
help and encouragement they gave  
me that made the new bowls possible.  
We encourage you to pass the safety 
quiz, take a workshop, and become a 
BSU maker!
Toby Lorenzen is Professor Emeritus  
in the Department of Computer Science.
Image 8: (Author’s Photo)
Image 9: The author with Kevin Monteith (Photo Credit: Amanda Morrison)
original rings. See the finished bowl 
(Image 6). What is particularly interest-
ing to me is how straight pieces of yellow 
heart produce curved patterns in the 
bowl. It is not obvious to me that this 
should be the case. In fact, if we made 
a more complicated 12” square with 
curved wood instead of straight wood, I 
can’t visualize what the bowl would look 
like. I asked Kevin if we could work on 
an Inventor CAD sequence of steps to 
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Judy is Canadian, but has lived in the 
United States for most of her life.  
She came to Massachusetts when very 
young, with her parents, who came  
for work. As a child, Judy studied  
tap dancing in Massachusetts, but 
remembers seeing “Scotch” dancing 
when she returned “back home” for 
summer visits. It would be off in a  
corner somewhere, and was the sort  
of thing people just picked up, not 
learned at a dancing school.
On Cape Breton Island, the catchphrase 
“the Boston States” is used to refer to 
the United States of America because 
Boston had been a common destina-
tion for many Cape Bretoners looking 
for work. Judy’s parents were not the 
only Canadians to come to the US; the 
Boston States was a common destina-
tion for many Maritime emigrants 
between the 1920s and the 1940s. 
Many found work on the MBTA and 
as domestic workers. The Canadian 
American Club was founded in the 
1930s by a large community of immi-
grants from the Maritime Provinces of 
Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, and 
New Brunswick. A few other institu-
tions supported this community: the 
“Comunn Gailig Bhoston”/Boston Gaelic 
Club, formed in 1924; and the Gaelic-
speaking Scotch Presbyterian Church, 
originally in the South End of Boston, 
but now in Needham, Massachusetts, 
and no longer offering services in the 
Gaelic language.
Sometimes, immigrant communities 
hold on to home traditions even more 
closely than their original country 
does because the need to assert cultural 
identity isn’t urgent there. For Judy, this 
“Scotch” dancing form is an assertion 
of her cultural background. As an adult, 
Judy spent a full summer immersing 
herself in this style through one-on-
one lessons with renowned dancer 
Harvey Beaton. Lessons took place 
in Harvey’s garage. Judy’s rhythmic 
foundation in this form was established 
here, and when, at the end of her les-
sons, Harvey’s mother gave her a pair 
of red leather shoes, Judy was honored. 
She wore these shoes every time she 
performed step dancing after that, but 
because it didn’t take very long to wear 
out shoes with all the shuff ling, hop-
ping, scraping, and stamping that this 
style requires, the shoes eventually  
fell apart.
The kind of dancing I am describ-
ing here is today called “Cape Breton 
step dancing.” This is something of a 
recent term, and is a classifying label 
placed on the dance form by outsiders, 
or onlookers. Before the early 1990s, 
Dancing at the Canadian  
American Club
Jen Schoonover
The tone of her voice is rising. There is a  pause, and a pointed look from her pale  blue eyes, focusing directly at mine. 
“Jen, I don’t want my steps to die with me.”
I am talking with Judy McKenzie. 
We are both attending a dance at 
the Canadian American Club in 
Watertown, Massachusetts. Judy is a 
dancer known for her inventive “steps,” 
combinations that incorporate familiar, 
rudimentary motifs with unexpected 
twists and pauses. Her short, cropped 
hair contributes to her striking appear-
ance, and ref lects her forthright, direct 
personality. She loves dancing, but  
will only get up to dance when the 
music is energizing, or, in Cape Breton 
parlance, “drivin’ ‘er.”
Jen Schoonover step dancing in the pub at the 
Canadian American Club in Watertown, 
Massachusetts. (Photo Credit: Maggie Holtzberg)
Judy McKenzie dancing at the Canadian 
American Club, Thanksgiving 2006.  
(Photo Credit: Victor Maurice Faubert)
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this modality didn’t really have a name, 
though the moves were sometimes 
described as “Scotch” steps. Steps were 
performed and shared informally at 
dances, Scotch Picnics, or house parties. 
This style of dancing is prevalent in 
areas where Gaelic is spoken in Cape 
Breton Island and Eastern Nova Scotia.
In the early 1990s, Scottish fiddler 
Alasdair Fraser began to bring Cape 
Breton fiddlers, dancers, and piano 
players on board to teach at summer 
festivals in Scotland. These percussive 
steps generated great interest, possibly 
buoyed by the popularity of the show 
Riverdance, featuring Irish step danc-
ing. While the “Cape Breton” steps had 
come from Scottish Gaelic communi-
ties, there were no longer practitioners 
of this kind of dancing in Scotland. To 
differentiate the form from Irish danc-
ing, it was labeled Cape Breton step 
dancing around that time. 
Four on the Floor
Judy McKenzie’s passion for step danc-
ing is matched in Mary MacGillivray, 
another dancer in the Boston area. 
Mary is taller than Judy and has short, 
dark, wavy hair. Mary usually dresses 
in a well-put-together, professional 
fashion, and her manner of dancing 
matches her elegant look as her long 
legs move easily in time to the rhythms 
of the music.
Mary was born in Massachusetts 
but her family roots are in an area of 
Cape Breton known informally as 
“Gillisdale,” part of Upper Margaree in 
Inverness County, Cape Breton. This 
area held on to distinctive dance and 
music traditions brought from Scotland, 
and was a place where a number of 
longer, older dances endured, though 
in a different form than practiced in 
Scotland today.
Mary’s grandmother’s house was what 
is known in Gaelic culture as the  
“taigh ceilidh”/visiting house. In other 
words, it was the place where everyone 
would come together for parties. Her 
grandmother, Sandy Sheumais Gillis, 
was a Gaelic singer, and a source for 
several songs recorded, transcribed,  
and notated by Helen Creighton and 
Calum MacLeod in their book ref lect-
ing some of the oral history of Gaelic 
speakers, Gaelic Songs of Nova Scotia. 
Often a person who lived in a taigh 
ceilidh would know a large repertoire  
of songs or tunes because of the fre-
quent interaction with and repeated 
hearing of them. Mary observed 
dancers performing steps through her 
childhood and grew up amidst music. 
Mary’s sister, Peggy Morrison, also a 
piano player, hosted the Gaelic Club/
Comunn Ghàidhlig Bhoston gatherings 
at the Canadian American Club every 
month for many years. 
Mary and Judy together taught a group 
of four performing step dancers, named 
“Four on the Floor,” for years. Mary 
taught the strathspey steps and Judy 
taught the reels. All of these young 
dancers had family ties to Cape Breton. 
One year, the group performed abroad 
at various venues in Scotland, and the 
dancers performed regularly in New 
England and in Canada. Performance is 
a good way to share the dance form and 
creates routines, which help dancers 
catalog steps they know.
A different type of platform, a step 
dancing festival competition, was held 
for a brief span of years in Waltham at 
the French American Victory Club, 
a separate Canadian-heritage organi-
zation formed by French-speaking 
immigrants from the Maritimes and 
Quebec. Mary won first place one 
year; a well-known step dancer from 
Canada, Alexander MacDonnell, won 
in 1983. Competitions are relics of 
another aspect of the dance form’s roots: 
competitive Highland Games dances, 
which look quite different today than 
I am learning that the work of 
carrying on a tradition is never 
done. It is work that requires 
generous sharing of everything 
you can share with others,  
and, if you are lucky, some  
of what you’ve shared may take 
root and carry on after you in 
others’ dancing.
older versions of the same dances that 
survived in Canada. In the early days 
of Highland Games in Canada, step 
dancing was an included category, but 
standardization of competitions in the 
mid-twentieth century saw that end.
Competition is no longer a primary 
platform for these steps. Improvisation 
is an aspect highly valued in today’s 
step dancing, and spontaneity doesn’t 
fit comfortably with standardized 
competition. More often, solo step 
dancing occurs during a break at a 
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social dance. Social dances are held in 
halls across Cape Breton, from Brook 
Village to Baddeck, from Christmas 
Island to Cheticamp, from Valley 
Mills to Sydney. The patterns of the 
social dances differ slightly from place 
to place. Often a “set” will consist of 
three “figures,” sequenced patterns for 
couples to dance in square formation, 
a structure derived from Quadrille 
dances. The catchphrase “Four on the 
Floor” comes from this tradition: four 
couples will make a set, enough to get 
the dancing started. Square sets are 
usually prompted or called, with calls 
similar to American square dancing. 
Sets in Inverness County tend to follow 
a structure allowing as many couples 
as want to join in today, and are not 
called because sets of different sizes take 
longer or shorter times to finish. 
There is also a performance dance for 
just four dancers, typically two men 
and two women, known as the Scotch 
Four, which consists of a sequence 
of traveling along a circular pathway 
interspersed with dancing fancy steps 
on one spot. This dance was mentioned 
in a Gaelic song written to celebrate 
the Boston Gaelic Club titled Oran do 
Comunn Ghàidhlig Bhoston/Song to the 
Boston Gaelic Club:
Far ’m bi pìobaireachd is òrain,
Dannsadh ceathrar air a’ chòmhnard;
’S fidhleirean ag cumail ceòl ruinn,
Oganaich à Margaree.
This verse can be translated as:
Where there will be piping  
and songs,
A foursome dancing on the f loor; 
And fiddlers playing music  
with us,
Youth from Margaree.
Today, at some point during a social 
dance, when a fiddler feels the time is 
right, they will play a strathspey, a type 
of tune originating in Scotland. That 
tune will be the signal that it’s time for a 
solo dancer to come up and share a few 
steps. Any dancer who feels comfort-
able or confident enough to do so goes 
to the top of the hall near the music and 
begins dancing. After about two rounds 
of strathspey-time tunes, the fiddler 
will switch gears and begin playing 
reel-time tunes. A good step dancer 
listens for the moment this will happen 
and switches steps to fit the music. After 
the dancer has danced for a little while, 
they will stop or dance off, and then the 
f loor is open for any other dancers who 
might want to come up. Solo dancing 
continues for as long as there are danc-
ers who want to share some steps, and 
inclination of the fiddler to continue. 
After that brief performance, everyone 
grabs a drink, and launches into another 
social, couples dance, usually kicked off 
in jig-time.
The Boston Set is Massachusetts’s own 
expression of this culture. This square 
formation social dance took shape 
Jen Schoonover dancing at the Boston Celtic Music Fest Nightcap concert in 2018, to music by 
Rachel Reeds and Jake Brillhart on fiddles and Janine Randall on piano. (Photo Credit: Courtesy  
of Boston Celtic Music Fest)
The kind of dancing I am 
describing here is today called 
“Cape Breton step dancing.”  
… Before the early 1990s,  
this modality didn’t really  
have a name, though the moves 
were sometimes described  
as “Scotch” steps. 
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in the dance halls of Roxbury in the 
1930s and 40s, and migrated to both 
the Canadian American Club and 
the French American Victory Club. 
Popular through the 1990s, its practice 
has declined due to a lack of callers, 
and because many people who danced 
it regularly are no longer living. About 
ten years ago it was done steadily at 
the Club, but the popularity of the 
Inverness County style has crept into 
Boston and so, today, it’s mostly Mabou 
Sets at local dances.
Passing on a Tradition
In the face of a tradition declining, a 
custom fading away, what does one do? 
For me, it has been to learn as much as 
possible, participate as much as possible, 
and try to teach what I have learned to 
others. Without people and musicians 
in the room, dances won’t happen. 
Sharing knowledge of these dance 
forms with others is the only way I can 
give back to a dance form that I love 
and enjoy. In these days, however, love 
is not enough. Hundreds of people used 
to pack the hall when a dance was on 
at the Club; now, we gauge a respect-
able turnout by having enough people 
to make one set. If we have enough for 
two, it’s a big night!
I approached Mary and Judy about 
learning steps with each of them. They 
were graciously willing to work with 
me in depth on this. To support this, 
we reached out to the Massachusetts 
Cultural Council, and applied for a 
Traditional Arts Apprenticeship grant. 
We were awarded this grant, and I 
worked with each dancer separately and 
intensively over the course of one year.
It can be tricky working with two 
different teachers who sometimes can 
have very different opinions about 
how things should be done. However, 
Judy and Mary had a long history of 
working with each other, and were 
extremely respectful of differences that 
they have from each other. They had 
quite a shared repertoire of steps but 
went out of their way to make sure the 
routines they taught me didn’t repeat 
steps. From my performer’s perspec-
tive, it was a challenge to remember 
and dance these long chains of steps that 
didn’t repeat motifs. From an archival 
perspective, it was a great way to share 
and document lots of steps.
At the end of my apprenticeship with 
Mary and Judy in 2017, I performed 
their step routines as an opener for 
a dance at the Can-Am Club with 
Andrea and Betty Lou Beaton, a 
mother/daughter fiddle and piano 
lineup from Cape Breton. A young 
local fiddler, Elizabeth Kozachek, 
who completed a separate MCC 
Apprenticeship with fiddler Emerald 
Rae, played for one of the dance  
routines as well. Judy and Mary and  
I and five other dancers performed  
an “Eight-Hand Reel,” and then the 
social dancing began.
During that evening, I also called a 
Boston Set. Just four couples got up  
to dance, and so we had “Four on  
the Floor.” I called the figures while 
also dancing. Because I had not lined 
up someone to call the figures from  
the microphone, a number of more 
experienced dancers didn’t get up to 
dance as I’d hoped they would. The  
old way was to have a caller. So my  
next goal is to offer to serve as a caller 
for a dance and hope to persuade more 
dancers to get up on the f loor. I am 
learning that the work of carrying on  
a tradition is never done. It is work  
that requires generous sharing of eve-
rything you can share with others, and, 
if you are lucky, some of what you’ve 
shared may take root and carry on after 
you in others’ dancing.
In the early days of Highland 
Games in Canada, step dancing 
was an included category, but 
standardization of competitions 
in the mid-twentieth century saw 
that end.
Jen Schoonover is a Part-time  
Faculty Member in the Department of  
Movement Arts, Health Promotion,  
and Leisure Studies.
Mary MacGillivray step dancing at the 
Canadian American Club in 2011.  
(Photo Credit: Victor Maurice Faubert)
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The eye is a funny thing. I can never go 
on a trip knowing exactly what I will 
find or what my eye will be drawn to. 
It happens organically. It’s unplanned, 
very much contrary to my work in the 
classroom. There, everything is care-
fully mapped out. I have a back-up plan 
for my back-up plan. I have expecta-
tions in mind and I am sent into a panic 
if things do not go accordingly. My 
camera, then, is my escape. It represents 
my willingness to follow the freedom 
of my eye, my creative self.
My eye is drawn to what is often over - 
looked, to what is not usually consid-
ered beautiful. These are the unpretty 
things. This includes weathered brick 
and stone, rusted fences, graffiti, 
aged wood, graveyards. I often find 
myself walking through back alley-
ways, forgotten streets, and fenced-




“A great photograph is a full expression of what one feels about what is being 
photographed in the deepest sense and is thereby a true expression of what one feels 
about life in its entirety.”
– Ansel Adams
I don’t take pictures of pretty things.I am not a photographer by profession; I am a professor of English here at BSU. Yet I take 
pictures. When I am in the classroom, my “writing 
cap” is on and I am guided by course outcomes and 
student success. When I am free to roam and explore 
spaces and landscapes with my Canon, my eye is  
my ultimate guide. 
Gateway
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public consumption, in the hopes of 
finding that one image. I walk over 
broken glass, jump over fallen walls or 
sneak under fences, tiptoe over crum-
bled concrete. I keep a constant eye 
out, knowing I could be arrested for 
trespassing. I guess I like the adven-
ture. But I also feel a deep respect and 
understanding of the lives that have 
been affected by these now degenerated 
roofs and walls. I am filled with a sense 
of wonder when I am in these spaces, 
in awe of all that I could discover and 
learn from what it could teach me.
I love all the photos I take but the ones I 
have struggled most to accept, as a pho-
tographer, are those images of the ugly, 
forgotten, abandoned and misused. I 
say struggle because I really didn’t (or 
don’t) think people would like to see 
them. I have, and often still do, struggle 
with this need of approval, a weight I’ve 
carried on my shoulders for most of my 
life. I suppose it is somewhat human to 
want people to like what you do, to like 
what you put out in the world. Humans 
desire praise, whether it lay in the sub-
conscious or not. 
I was drawn to these abandoned spaces 
and would capture these images, ones 
that I would scour later and edit and 
revise and feel content. I felt there 
was something there that I wanted to 
share, something that was important. 
But whenever I had the opportunity 
to showcase my photos in, let’s say, a 
local art show, I would pick the f low-
ers, or the farms, or the beaches, not 
the unpretty places. As a result, I never 
felt that I was really showing my art to 
the world; I was afraid people would 
reject it. This is incredibly symbolic, 
thinking of it now, because I can say 
the same about my fears about putting 
myself out in the world. That fear of 
being rejected, not being good enough, 
was real. 
I suffer from debilitating panic attacks, 
generalized anxiety disorder, PTSD, 
and depression. This has been my 
reality since I was 24. The camera 
has been a life-changing instrument, 
though, in the way I have handled, and 
still handle, my mental illness. When I 
have that camera in my hand, searching 
for an image, I feel a calmness I struggle 
Threaded Pipe
I used the camera to try to create 
beauty out of disorder; the world’s 
and my own.
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to feel in my daily life. I feel focused. 
Content. Full. The camera allows me  
to express myself and what I feel about 
the world. It became something I was 
never able to express through writ-
ing, however hard I tried. I think it 
was really because when I wrote, I was 
focused on my interior experiences. 
The camera forced me to connect to 
and tell a story about the world I lived 
in, something that existed beyond 
I am filled with a sense of  
wonder when I am in these  
spaces, in awe of all that I could 
discover and learn from what  
it could teach me.
Work Space
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myself. Ultimately, the camera forced 
me to understand space and how it 
conveyed meaning and eventually, how 
that connected to my own lived experi-
ences. As Gaston Bachelard wrote: 
“When the image is new, the world is 
new.” Without realizing it, I was slowly 
creating a story of the world as I saw 
it. I have to admit that this includes 
darker parts of the world and the darker 
parts of myself. I used the camera to 
try to create beauty out of disorder; the 
world’s and my own. 
In her work On Photography, Susan 
Sontag wrote: “A photograph is both 
a pseudo-presence and a token of 
absence. Like a wood fire in a room, 
photographs—especially those of 
people, of distant landscapes and fara-
way cities, of the vanished past—are 
incitements to reverie. The sense of 
the unattainable that can be evoked 
by photographs feeds directly into the 
erotic feelings of those whom desirabil-
ity is enhanced by distance.” 
I considered this quote for some time, 
especially because I was in the midst of 
writing this narrative. I forced myself 
to understand how it spoke to the way 
I viewed and approached my photos. It 
was an eye-opening experience for me. 
Foundations
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It led me to truths I had never acknowl-
edged. What struck me the most was 
Sontag’s idea of a “token of absence.” 
On the surface, these photos definitely 
attempt to capture the absence of 
human life and progress. They attempt 
to make that beautiful. But this “van-
ished past,” I struggled to admit, had 
real implications in my own life. 
I’ve suffered through trauma of loss and 
abandonment. Sontag’s term evolved in 
my mind from how I came to embody 
my struggle to how to reconcile my 
own feelings in regard to loss and 
how to recreate an existence in which 
I could thrive despite it. Or perhaps 
because of it. It’s hard to say since I feel 
that I am still figuring it out. 
Because of my loss and trauma, the 
present is often tiring and frighten-
ing. It’s hard to make sense of a present 
when I haven’t quite figured out the 
past. My fear of the present, perhaps, is 
masked by a wish to resist my life as it is 
for what could have been. By creating 
an immortal image of what once was, 
I can recreate or resurrect a past and 




When thinking about it in this way, 
it all becomes a beautiful, existential 
symbol. These photographs allow me 
to envision this “pseudo-presence” 
because they are necessary for me to 
understand my reality. They represent 
figments of my sense of loss and aban-
donment, and by attempting to make 
them beautiful, I can somewhat resur-
rect the aesthetic of my past. 
I have a better understanding of 
the role photography has had in 
my struggle to conquer the past; 
no, not conquer, because that 
is impossible, but to change my 
perspective of it.
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Reflection is powerful. And scary. 
When I began writing this narra-
tive, I had never considered I would 
uncover these truths. However, this 
is where my writing and my photo-
graphs brought me. It was not an easy 
journey because it forced me to view 
my photographs as things inherently 
linked to my own emotional life. I 
had not previously acknowledged or 
Ultimately, the camera forced me 
to understand space and how it 
conveyed meaning and eventually, 




recognized that possibility. I functioned 
from the idea that taking photos made 
me happy, that they gave me a sense of 
purpose; I wasn’t prepared to uncover 
the existential implications. Now that 
I have, I have a better understand-
ing of the role photography has had in 
my struggle to conquer the past; no, 
not conquer, because that is impos-
sible, but to change my perspective of 
it. If the camera allows me the chance 
to recreate how I view what has been 
lost and abandoned, can’t it also allow 
and lead me to revise my own way of 
remembering past trauma? Doesn’t it 
then allow me to take that loss and rec-
reate something beautiful in its stead? 
Or perhaps it is just photos of a broken 
landscape. Of a past that can never 
be again. A soul that died long ago. 
I would like to believe that I have 
complete control over the meaning and 
implications of my photography. But 
through this process, my own analysis 
has been revised. No one is master. 
Therein lies the beauty of art. 
Melissa Santos is Instructor in  
the Department of English.
Love
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It is not unusual for librarians to face 
questions about censorship, display 
content, and meeting room space. 
Where religion is concerned these 
issues take on an added significance. 
These questions became part of an 
academic endeavor for me when I 
was called upon to coordinate the 
Global Religious Studies Program at 
Bridgewater State University. 
Bridgewater State University’s Global 
Religious Studies Working Group was 
formed in December of 2014 by a group 
of faculty and staff along with some 
interested community members who 
Paradise or Purgatory?  
Religion and the Ethical Librarian
Pamela Hayes-Bohanan
While the stereotype of the bespectacled, bun-headed, shushing librarian may lead some to believe that the job is relatively 
mundane and that the only decisions to be made 
are about what book we should next read, the fact is 
that our work can be quite political, controversial, 
and often requires nuanced decision making. In 
our increasingly diverse society, librarians can find 
themselves balancing issues of free speech with 
community standards and defending themselves and 
their libraries against lawsuits, and political attacks.
answered a call to discuss the possibility 
of starting a Religious Studies program. 
Partly out of curiosity, and partly to 
ensure that the university library would 
have the resources to support such a 
program, I attended the meeting. What 
I didn’t expect was that an interest in 
religious studies would be sparked in 
me. And I certainly could have never 
predicted that I’d find myself three 
years later in the position of coordinat-
ing the program when its founding 
coordinator, Dr. Margaret Lowe, left 
for sabbatical. It is unusual (although 
not unheard of ) for librarians to coor-
dinate academic programs, and religion 
wasn’t a field I had studied in any depth. 
Nevertheless, I took on the challenge 
and accepted my baptism by fire. 
As a librarian I am used to noticing 
unexpected connections between 
seemingly disparate fields of study. And 
the more things I become involved 
with the more I realize that everything 
is connected. So when I was asked by 
the university’s Center for Democratic 
Governance and Leadership to partici-
pate in a panel discussion called “What 
is religious freedom in a constitutional 
democracy,” my thoughts immediately 
went to all the ways that secular library 
work intersects with religious life. 
Librarians, and library boards, have 
sometimes found themselves balanc-
ing questions regarding the separation 
of church and state with those of free 
speech, and religious freedoms. This 
is especially true in public libraries, 
but certainly libraries of other types 
(school, academic, prison, and other 
special libraries) may also find that the 
same tensions apply. 
While librarians typically will invoke 
the First and Fourth Amendments in 
the United States Constitution’s Bill  
of Rights with regard to providing 
access to materials and protecting  
privacy, they also know that the 
American Library Association has its 
own Bill of Rights that expands on 
(Author’s Photo)
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these. I used this more specialized dec-
laration to organize my presentation.
All of this means that libraries have an 
obligation to do a lot more than simply 
provide a wide range of information 
about world religions. It is our profes-
sional responsibility to fight for our 
users’ right to access information,  
even if that means providing access  
to content some (or perhaps many)  
may find offensive. 
Censorship cases may be the most 
common ones that librarians face when 
defending the second item in the ALA’s 
Bill of Rights. Harry Potter books and 
others that are perceived to be about 
witchcraft and the occult are frequent 
targets of censors. It is worth noting 
though that the Qur’an, the Bible, and 
the Torah have all also had their turn at 
being challenged. Likewise, the Diary 
of Anne Frank, Khaled Hosseini’s The 
Kite Runner, and Judy Blume’s young 
adult classic, Are You There God, It’s Me, 
Margaret, have all been challenged for 
their “religious viewpoints.”In 2007 the 
Standardized Chapel Library Project 
sought to remove tens of thousands of 
religious works from prison libraries 
that were believed to incite violence 
and instead create a list of “accept-
able” titles – about 150 titles each from 
“20 religious categories.” Following a 
lawsuit, most of the original titles were 
restored. There were questions regard-
ing how the lists were determined,  
who made the decisions, and where 
funds would come from to purchase  
the approved books.
In 1965 Justice William Brennan in 
his concurring opinion in Lamont vs. 
Postmaster General noted that the right 
to receive publications was a fundamental 
right along with the protections from 
abridgement. People must be free to 
receive and consider all points of view 
or “It would be a barren marketplace of 
ideas that only had sellers and no buy-
ers.” Furthermore, the Supreme Court 
held in a 1982 censorship case (Board 
of Education v. Pico) that “the right to 
receive ideas is a necessary predicate 
to the recipient’s meaningful exercise 
of his own rights of speech, press, and 
political freedom,” and therefore, the 
Constitution was violated when books 
were removed from a school library.
Community standards are often 
invoked when library books are chal-
lenged. Can books with certain reli-
gious viewpoints be excluded if they do 
not conform to community standards? 
Drag-Queen story hour, a popular fam-
ily program in many libraries through-
out the United States, was indefinitely 
postponed in Lafayette, Louisiana 
when lawsuits were filed by the groups 
Warriors for Christ, and Special Forces 
of Liberty, alleging that the library 
violated the First Amendment by pro-
moting “human secularism.” Similar 
lawsuits were filed in Houston, Texas. 
And in Temple, Texas a group called 
Library Bill of Rights 
The American Library Association (ALA) affirms that all libraries are forums for information 
and ideas, and that the following basic policies should guide their services. 
I.  Books and other library resources should be provided for the interest, information,  
and enlightenment of all people of the community the library serves. Materials should 
not be excluded because of the origin, background, or views of those contributing to 
their creation. 
II.  Libraries should provide materials and information presenting all points of view on 
current and historical issues. Materials should not be proscribed or removed because 
of partisan or doctrinal disapproval.
III.  Libraries should challenge censorship in the fulfillment of their responsibility to provide 
information and enlightenment.
IV.  Libraries should cooperate with all persons and groups concerned with resisting 
abridgment of free expression and free access to ideas.
V.  A person’s right to use a library should not be denied or abridged because of origin, age, 
background, or views. 
VI.  Libraries which make exhibit spaces and meeting rooms available to the public they 
serve should make such facilities available on an equitable basis, regardless of the 
beliefs or affiliations of individuals or groups requesting their use.
… a person shouldn’t work in a 
library if they have a conscientious 
objection to helping people find 
information. The job is to provide 
information to all. Our core value 
is intellectual freedom.
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Concerned Christian Citizens filed 
a petition against the public library 
calling “for library and city officials to 
refrain in both policy and practice from 
further advocacy regarding sexual and 
moral issues and practices” in response 
to two LGBT-affirming displays during 
LGBT History Month in June 2017. 
The fact that materials or programs 
may be offensive to some or promote 
a particular point of view is irrel-
evant. Readers remain free to choose 
those views they wish to examine for 
whatever purpose. A diverse collec-
tion means that one’s own viewpoints 
are represented along with those that 
offend. The answer is always more 
information, not less. Collections 
should be developed by a diverse group 
of people so that as wide a range of 
viewpoints as possible are represented.
While questions of censorship are the 
most likely issues involving religious 
freedom that libraries face, they are 
hardly the only ones. Librarian and 
former columnist for American Libraries 
magazine, Will Manley, described 
a situation in his April 1998 column 
“Will’s World” in which a “fairly 
be missionaries from the Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints began 
helping out at the gift shop run by the 
Friends of the Library. The responsible 
and polite volunteers also wore name 
tags identifying themselves as mission-
aries. Asked by an officer of the Friends 
group to remove the tags so as to avoid 
any confusion about who ran the gift 
shop, the volunteers refused saying they 
were required to wear them at all times 
while they were in public. There were 
allegations of bias against the young 
religious people, and questions about 
how the issue would be handled if, 
The American Library Association’s 
stance on the issue is that while dress 
codes for patrons should focus only on 
maintaining public health and safety, 
dress codes for employees should be 
as unrestrictive as possible to the 
extent that they do not interfere with 
the library’s mission. And what of a 
patron who “refuses to be served by 
a specified gender because his or her 
religions forbids cross gender contact?” 
Or because of the perceived religion 
of the library employee based on 
dress? Patrons are free to seek help (or 
not) from anyone they like (or don’t). 
This may be for religious purposes, or 
because the topic is sensitive. However, 
what does the Religious Freedom 
Restoration Act which “ensures that 
interests in religious freedom are 
protected” mean for library employ-
ees? Can a library employee claim a 
conscientious objection? Can a librar-
ian be expected to help someone find 
information on a topic that is contrary 
to her religious beliefs (abortion if she is 
Catholic for example)? Simply put – no.
Following the passage of Indiana’s 2015 
Religious Freedom and Restoration 
Act (RFRA) then ALA President 
Courtney Young stated that:
“The Religious Freedom Restoration 
Act contradicts the fundamental values 
of ALA and libraries. We deplore and 
reject any law that violates the civil 
liberties of any person…We reaffirm 
that it is the responsibility of library 
staff everywhere, regardless of legal 
As a librarian I am used to 
noticing unexpected connections 
between seemingly disparate 
fields of study. And the more 
things I become involved with  
the more I realize that everything  
is connected. 
(Author’s Photo)
large” public library found itself in a 
controversy over freedom of religious 
expression. A “group of seven clean-
cut and very personable young men 
and women” who also happened to 
perhaps, a nun in full habit wanted to 
volunteer? What about employees who 
wear crosses, Stars of David, a hijab, or 
other attire that might indicate their 
religion? Will this make some patrons 
uncomfortable? So what if it does?
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ability to refuse service, to offer equal 
and unfettered access to all users in 
keeping with the library Bill of Rights 
and principles of intellectual freedom” 
(“ALA,” 12-13).
In other words, a person shouldn’t  
work in a library if they have a con-
scientious objection to helping people 
find information. The job is to provide 
information to all. Our core value is 
intellectual freedom.
Concerns about meeting room policies 
and displays are also common when 
religious viewpoints are involved. 
Should library meeting room policies 
be written so as to prevent religious 
groups from using them? Do people 
only have freedom of religion if taxes 
don’t pay for it? How many times can 
a meeting room be used by a specific 
religious group before it becomes a 
“publicly funded place of worship?” 
Can a religious group exclude others 
from attending their meetings? There 
is precedent for using public spaces for 
worship. Public schools, parks, and 
even Bridgewater State University  
have been used by religious groups  
for worship. 
The courts and the American Library 
Association say that meeting rooms 
should be open to all, including reli-
gious groups, and that policies must 
apply equally to all. If a policy says  
that money can be collected in a  
secular setting (for instance to pay for  
a speaker), then a plate can be passed 
in a religious setting as well. If a policy 
says that meetings must be open to  
all, then a religious group may not 
exclude anyone.
My own experience with religion in 
the library brought together questions 
of censorship and freedom of assembly. 
In the mid-1990s I worked in a pub-
lic library in Texas with a policy that 
prohibited use of our meeting rooms 
for religious purposes. One of my duties 
hand I was supposed to fight censor-
ship at every turn, on the other I was 
supposed to help anyone who needed 
assistance with the copier, and ulti-
mately, I just wanted to go home for the 
night. My desire to get home won out, 
and I helped with the copies without 
engaging in an argument about book 
banning. 
On a practical level librarians are 
obligated to have an understanding of 
how religious diversity will affect how 
we do our jobs and interact with our 
users and co-workers. Many of these 
same issues I discussed here will be true 
of many who work both in the public 
and private sectors. An understanding 
of religious diversity is imperative in 
today’s global economy. 
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People must be free to receive  
and consider all points of view or 
“It would be a barren marketplace 
of ideas that only had sellers and 
no buyers.” 
Pamela Hayes-Bohanan is Senior Librarian 
and Head of Library Instruction. 
as Head of Reference was to schedule 
the meeting rooms and ensure that they 
were being used properly. The local 
Christian Coalition had been hold-
ing its monthly meetings in the library 
since long before I took a job there. 
When I asked the director about the 
apparent contradiction he explained 
to me that the policy was intended to 
prevent religious groups from holding 
worship services there. I accepted the 
explanation and the group continued 
to meet. One evening the group was 
late coming out of their meeting and I 
had to let them know that the library 
was closing and they needed to wrap 
up. When they came out they asked 
for assistance using the photocopier 
(which I had already turned off in 
preparation for closing the building). I 
begrudgingly turned the machine back 
on and assisted them with making the 
copies they wanted. I was surprised 
when I discovered that the document 
they were reproducing turned out to 
be a list of books they were going to 
request be removed from the schools! 
I was very much at odds – on one 
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In brief, the binding problem is the 
question of how it is that the brain puts 
all the various simple features of objects 
from the multiple senses together to  
(a) create a perception of coherent 
objects that are distinct from others, 
and then (b) to put all these coherent 
objects into a conscious scene where 
everything is unified in conscious 
perception. A major researcher in the 
area, Anne Treisman, makes the fol-
lowing statement on the problem:
The binding problem in percep-
tion deals with … how we achieve 
the experience of a coherent 
world of integrated objects, and 
avoid seeing a world of disem-
bodied or wrongly combined 
shapes, colours, motions, sizes, and 
distances … how do we specify 
what goes with what? (from 
Philosophical Transactions of the 
Royal Society of London, 1988)
Thus, the binding problem is pretty 
important. Without such binding, I 
wouldn’t be writing this, as our species 
would not have survived very long 
or evolved in the first place. This is 
because without such binding, con-
sciousness from moment to moment 
would be a chaotic jumble of sensory 
and perceptual features in an incom-
prehensible collage of overlapping 
and incoherent conscious experience. 
Figures one and two are attempts by 
the author to illustrate this, though 
in simplified form. Figure one repre-
sents a picture of a cat correctly bound 
together. Figure two is a rough idea 
of what the image might look like if 
perceptual binding was not working 
correctly in some fashion.
Moreover, it is not restricted to exter-
nal stimuli. When we remember 
something, say the last lunch date we 
had, various features of that memory 
are stored all over the brain in various 
areas. Somehow, they must all come 
together into a coherent subjective 
experience. Some think of memory as 
The Unity of Consciousness: The 
Binding Problem before 100 B.C.E.
Jonathan Holmes
“We must not be too sure of the ignorance of our ancestors”
– Will Durant
When I was in graduate school in the mid-1990s, one of my main interests was consciousness. What exactly was it? How 
did it work? How exactly did a three-pound piece 
of meat in my head produce a person with internal, 
qualitative, subjective states with a unified perceptual 
and overall mental experience? This part about unified 
mental experience is referred to as neural binding, and, 
since we don’t really know exactly how it works, it is 
called the binding problem.
Figure 1: (Author’s Photo) Figure 2: (Author’s Photo)
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a filing cabinet, where memories get 
filed away, they get stored, and when 
you want them you open up the correct 
file and there is your memory just the 
way things happened. Unfortunately,  
a better analogy would be that memory 
is like a jigsaw puzzle made of mil-
lions of pieces all scattered about a large 
number of neural connections that 
one has to put together in real time, 
moment to moment, with no picture 
on the box to go by. Even our train of 
thought, and whatever comes to mind 
during it, must be bound together. 
Whenever I am reminded of this, I 
am continually amazed that the whole 
system works at all.
During graduate school I came across 
a series of papers by Francis Crick and 
Christof Koch on feature binding in 
the visual cortex. Francis Crick is the 
Crick from Crick and Watson that 
won the Nobel Prize in 1962 for their 
work on the helical structure of DNA. 
Crick apparently had a seriously f lexible 
mind, allowing him to switch from 
expertise in genetics to expertise in 
neuroscience. At any rate, these papers 
attracted significant attention as they 
proposed a measurable mechanism for 
feature binding in the visual cortex – 
that is, how we put together various 
simple features of visual stimuli to build 
up a conscious experience of something 
far more complex, like seeing a person 
or an object. Earlier work had certainly 
been done decades before, but these 
papers still stand as a landmark con-
cerning the binding problem. In short, 
it was proposed that neurons across  
different areas fire in synchronous pat-
terns or wavelengths to bind visual  
contents together. It is an idea akin to 
an orchestra with all the separate instru-
ments playing a coherent song, but  
with no conductor. Much work has 
been done since then. Binding is vital 
to our psychological functioning and it 
is still a very hot topic in neuroscience 
and a variety of other areas – so much 
so that some may think that it is a new 
topic, a recent advance, something that 
was not much considered before. This  
is inaccurate and, also, where things  
get interesting.
Some Remarkably  
Early History
The general idea behind the binding 
problem, the unity of conscious experi-
ence, is far from a new question. One 
famous person to consider is Descartes 
in the 1600s. Descartes had ideas about 
how it all comes together for us, as if 
there were some little ‘me’ inside our 
mind watching experience on a movie 
screen in an area of the brain called 
the pineal gland. This setup is referred 
to as the Cartesian Theater. It is quite 
famous for being very intuitive, as well 
as for arriving at the beginnings of a 
more modern age that was ready to 
receive Descartes’ thoughts and build 
upon his ideas. However, it is also quite 
impossible, partly due to ignoring the 
mind-body problem, but partly too in 
terms of infinite regress with the little 
‘me’ – who’s watching the movie in 
their head, and so on to infinity? 
Despite such difficulties, and the fact 
that it is a popular place to start philo-
sophical discussions on the unity of 
conscious experience, Descartes is a 
path too well trodden by those who 
study philosophy of mind. When one 
looks back further, issues surrounding 
the unity of conscious experience crop 
up again and again, and down though 
history for a long, long time. Therefore, 
I’d like to share some thoughts on the 
binding problem from three periods 
in history more than 1600 years before 
Descartes, to explore some hopefully 
less familiar territory. 
Two words of warning, however. First, 
when going back into time this deeply, 
sometimes all we have are fragments 
of sayings, or comments by others on 
the original sayings. In a sense, some-
times it is akin to reconstructing a 
whole dinosaur from a tooth and two 
leg bones. Second, even experts in the 
field continue to be perplexed by some 
early philosophical sayings. Indeed, the 
Presocratic philosopher Heraclitus was 
referred to as ‘the obscure’ even in his 
own time – what is one to make of this 
Alcmaeon proposed that a 
primary distinction between 
animals and humans was that 
animals have sense perception, but 
only humans have understanding. 
… This has led some scholars to 
propose that Alcmaeon was saying 
that humans can bring together 
the various senses in a way that 
animals cannot. 
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millennia later? So, just a quick caution, 
there is some wiggle room concerning 
what exactly these folks were talking 
about, particularly the further back one 
digs into their writings and systems. 
Nonetheless, though the choices I’ve 
made may perhaps be obscure or even 
incommensurable in their details and 
connections within entire philosophi-
cal systems, the selections I’ve made 
are very clear examples concerning the 
binding problem. 
Stoicism
The relevant Stoic thinkers lived during 
a period in time roughly 300 to 100 
B.C.E. I will not go into the over-
all system of Stoics nor the folks that 
follow. Rather, I will try to remain 
restrained to what is directly important 
to the binding problem. Nonetheless, 
some background may be required to 
provide context – when this is needed,  
I will try to be brief!
The key to the Stoic world view was 
their theory of pneuma. Pneuma 
is tough to wrap one’s much more 
modern brain around, but the term 
originally meant ‘breath,’ and a kind 
of vital force that allowed for life and 
psychological functioning. I might 
refer to it as more of a pseudo-physical-
immaterial breath-like f luid-like thing 
(I realize that’s a bit vague). At any rate, 
pneuma was a single theoretical entity 
which the Stoics used to explain the 
functioning of everything from rocks 
to the soul or mind (the current distinc-
tion between the soul and the mind  
had not quite fully arrived on the scene 
yet). In essence, there was a continuum 
of pneuma tension corresponding to  
a continuum of degree of unified  
functioning. The lowest degree of  
tension simply referred to holding 
things together, like rocks. A cou-
ple levels up was for the soul, which 
provided for perception and action, 
such as in animals, and the final level 
served for intelligence, understand-
ing, and rational thought in humans. 
Interestingly, this is actually the bind-
ing problem right here, in terms of the 
degree of pneuma tension, but more for 
physical and mental things overall than 
just for psychological functioning.
In discussing the human soul or mind, 
they referred to it, or sometimes a 
part of it, as the h-egemonikon or the 
‘governing part.’ The h-egemonikon 
was thought to be a centralized com-
munication mechanism that received 
information from all parts of the organ-
ism, made sense of it, and provided for 
coherent psychological functioning 
and understanding. Here is where the 
binding problem comes into play. The 
Stoics claimed that it spoke a language 
common to all the senses, and that 
it was involved in all mental events. 
In essence, it allowed for sensory and 
psychological integration and organi-
zation, a requirement for reason and 
understanding. This ability is at the 
heart of mental binding.
Aristotle
Aristotle (roughly 382-322 B.C.E.) dis-
cussed across several works how, at least 
in part, the unity of the soul or mind 
was achieved. In short, for Aristotle 
there was apparently a ‘common sense’ 
or single sense where perceptions all 
came together. Two quotes from two 
works of Aristotle are of note here:
But the various senses inciden-
tally perceive each other’s proper 
objects, not as so many separate 
senses, but as forming a single 
sense... (from De Anima)
Now every sense has both a special 
function of its own ... but there is  
also a common faculty associated 
with them all, whereby one is 
conscious [the word conscious is 
probably a somewhat anachronistic 
translation for the original termi-
nology] that one sees and hears 
… for it is not by sight that one is 
aware that one sees; and one judges 
and is capable of judging that sweet 
is different from white not by taste, 
nor by sight, nor by a combination 
of the two, but by some part which 
is common to all the sense organs 
... (from Parva Naturalia)
… memory is like a jigsaw puzzle 
made of millions of pieces all 
scattered about a large number  
of neural connections that one 
has to put together in real time 
moment to moment with no 
picture on the box to go by. 
Even our train of thought, and 
whatever comes to mind during 
it, must be bound together. 
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Thus, the common sense allowed for 
judgments between the senses, neces-
sarily bringing them together in some 
way to help provide a unified psycho-
logical experience. Again, this is the 
binding problem.
The Presocratics
The time of the Presocratics started 
with Thales (roughly 636-546 B.C.E.) 
and ended around the time of Socrates 
and Plato about three hundred years 
later. During this time period, two peo-
ple are particularly worth mentioning.
The first is Alcmaeon (roughly 510-
440 B.C.E.), one of the first physicians 
on record to have moved away from 
archaic, mystical, or religious medi-
cal thought toward more biogenic and 
naturalistic ideas about human func-
tioning. Interestingly, he was earlier 
than Hippocrates (460-370 B.C.E.), 
who is often considered the ‘father’ of 
more rational and modern medicine. 
Alcmaeon is said to have done a num-
ber of non-human dissections excising 
eyes and noting their connections to the 
brain. One fragment attributed to him 
states that, “All the senses are somehow 
connected to the brain. That is why 
they are incapacitated if it is moved or 
displaced; for it obstructs the passages 
through which the senses work.” It is 
a bit unclear how one’s brain becomes 
“displaced,” though it does not sound 
comfortable. Nonetheless, such work 
led him to conclude that the various 
sensory modalities were unified in 
the brain – this is the binding problem 
again, more or less, specifically in terms 
of, “Where does it all come together?” 
Additionally, Alcmaeon proposed that 
a primary distinction between animals 
and humans was that animals have 
sense perception, but only humans have 
understanding. The interesting part 
here for this paper is that the term used 
for understanding at one point in time 
roughly meant ‘to bring together.’ This 
has led some scholars to propose that 
Alcmaeon was saying that humans can 
bring together the various senses in a 
way that animals cannot. This idea is 
tantalizing, as it suggests again a bind-
ing together of psychological experi-
ence from differing modalities into 
something unified.
It is our second person however, 
Empedocles (roughly 495-435 B.C.E.), 
who provides perhaps the simplest, 
most elegant framing of the binding 
problem I have ever encountered. It 
is sweet, simple, and really gets to the 
point. He states, “One vision is pro-
duced by both [eyes],” or alternatively, 
“One vision of two eyes is born.” In 
fact, when introducing the binding 
problem to students in my classes, I will 
often start with this quote, as it is so 
straightforward and to the point, even 
if, ironically, it was written roughly 
twenty-five hundred years ago.
Epilogue
It seems that the concept of the binding 
problem, something vital for psycho-
logical functioning that is still a very 
hot topic in neuroscience, has some 
very, very deep roots. Every discipline 
of course has its own unique history 
that is ‘bound’ together with the cul-
ture and history of everything else. It is 
humbling, fascinating, frustrating, and 
beautiful, that we can go back thou-
sands of years and see modern ‘new’ 
ideas, current hot topics and the fash-
ionable research of our times, presented 
so long ago, and to see how they are 
‘bound’ to our modern concepts across 
vast swaths of time via the progression 
of intellectual history.
Binding is vital to our 
psychological functioning and 
it is still a very hot topic in 
neuroscience and a variety of 
other areas – so much so that some 
may think that it is a new topic, 
a recent advance, something that 
was not much considered before. 
Jonathan Holmes is Associate Professor in 
the Department of Psychology.
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Bridgewater State University, where 
I work as an Assistant Professor, has a 
fairly diverse student body with people 
from various socio-economic back-
grounds, ethnicities, and cultures. In 
response to this fact and an awareness 
of long-standing discrimination, BSU 
has an Office of Institutional Diversity 
to address students’ needs campuswide 
and numerous systems are in place  
to help faculty and staff better meet  
the needs of all our students. As a  
widespread priority, inclusivity has 
impacted classroom design, assignment 
structure, teaching methods, and  
campus resources. 
The results of these types of pedagogi-
cal shifts towards inclusivity have been 
measurable. Thomas F. Nelson Laird in 
his essay “Reconsidering the Inclusion 
of Diversity in the Curriculum” in 
the Diversity and Democracy publica-
tion of the Association of American 
Colleges and Universities (AACU) 
notes that inclusivity “creates more 
equitable opportunities for students 
from marginalized groups to participate 
in higher education and…promotes the 
kinds of outcomes for all students that 
employers and society need, such as 
complex thinking skills, the ability to 
work across difference, increased civic 
participation, and decreased prejudice.” 
Two of the nine elements in Laird’s 
“Diversity Inclusivity Framework” 
relate to curriculum. A course’s “con-
tent,” he states, can range from the 
least inclusive as “monocultural,” to 
“additive,” and ultimately to the most 
inclusive as “multicultural.” Certainly, 
adding different voices and works 
into the curriculum represented an 
important first step, but it could not be 
considered truly multicultural since 
“additive” content often brought in 
individual works “in a way that makes 
nonmainstream groups seem excep-
tional, deficient, or marginal.”
The other element related to content 
pertained to an instructor’s own com-
prehension of inclusivity—how aware 
were they, in other words, of their own 
biases, privileges, or oppressions that 
might factor into the curation of their 
course material. Laird’s continuum here 
ranges from an instructor whose point 
of view might be described as “unex-
plored” to “exploring” to “understands 
own views, biases, values.” 
Nearly a decade ago, when I first had 
the opportunity to teach the course 
Independent American Film as a PhD 
student, I gathered suggestions from 
fellow film scholars. The names that 
often arose in these conversations, 
such as David Lynch, John Cassavetes, 
Quentin Tarantino, Wes Anderson, 
were the same indie “auteurs” who 
came to my mind when I imagined 
“independent American film.” Yet 
what about women and minoritized 
filmmakers? Perhaps most alarming 
was my realization that I could not rat-
tle off a list of a dozen female or Black 
or Asian independent filmmakers to 
include in such a course. 
That first year, I opted for the “addi-
tive” approach—inserting a few films 
directed by women and people of color 
for inclusion’s sake. At the time, I had 
no other tools with which to approach 
race and gender in the course. The  
students, it turned out, weren’t the  
only ones who had much to learn.
Throughout five years of teaching the 
course, I prioritized my own discov-
ery of independent films directed by 
women and people of color. Every year, 
I reworked both our syllabus and class 
exercises to be more inclusive. Partly,  
I was educating myself to an American 
film history that had been all but 
erased. These films did not make lists 
TEACHING NOTE
Inclusive Curriculum:  
Not Only How We Teach,  
But What and Why
Michele Meek
Conversations about inclusive teaching often emphasize specific pedagogical methods and tools to improve students’ learning. But if we 
truly want to build an inclusive education, then we 
also need to focus on our curriculum itself—not only 
how we teach, but what and why.
Cheryl Dunye’s interview about her film 
Stranger Inside, included in Meek’s book 
Independent Female Filmmakers, 
was featured as the cover story for The 
Independent in June 2001. (Photo Credit: 
Courtesy of Independent Media Publications)
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had important revelations during such 
discussions. The mainstream norms and 
prejudices that they had never noticed 
suddenly became strikingly clear. 
In working towards understanding my 
own biases and aspiring to improve, 
in other words, I had started to find 
a way to help students recognize 
their own biases too. Now, several 
years later, as an Assistant Professor of 
Communication Studies at Bridgewater 
State University, I routinely build 
these types of conversations, texts, and 
activities into my syllabus. But I am not 
done learning, and I never will be. You 
might say the first step towards inclu-
sivity is to recognize how much more 
there is to know.
Demonstrating that, as the “teacher,” 
you too are limited in your views 
and knowledge is revolutionary and 
transformative—and scary. But it might 
be one of the most important steps to 
opening ourselves up to works by and 
about people who have been mar-
ginalized throughout history. As bell 
hooks writes in Teaching to Transgress, 
faculty who aimed “to respect ‘cultural 
like the National Film Registry or the 
American Film Institute’s 100 Greatest 
Films of All Time. They were often 
passed over for Academy Awards, and 
they were generally not in wide distri-
bution. And yet the films I encountered 
broke gender, race, and sexuality bar-
riers; inf luenced film movements; and 
represented some of the most innova-
tive, unconventional, and important 
works of their era. 
When I began also to teach gender and 
women’s studies at University of Rhode 
Island, I came to see the necessity of 
tackling biases head-on. Instead of 
sprinkling in a few texts and works in 
order to call my syllabus “diverse,” the 
entire lens of my courses began to shift 
so that our study always recognized the 
role that gender, race, and class plays. 
As one student exclaimed in one of my 
Film Decades courses, “I had no idea 
that I’d learn so much about gender in 
this course!” 
I created class activities that directly 
compelled students to think about and 
discuss how depictions—and our own 
responses to them—might be biased. 
For example, in one close reading 
exercise based on the #OscarsSoWhite 
movement, we watched trailers 
for the recent Oscar-winning or 
Oscar–nominated films featuring Black 
actors and actresses, including Selma, 
Twelve Years a Slave, Precious, and The 
Help. When seeing these together, 
students thought critically about the 
ways these individual films were 
marketed and recognized the recurring 
themes of hardship and oppression and 
portrayals of poverty that tended to be 
“award worthy.” I found that students 
Inclusive teaching certainly  
means instituting fair policies  
and recognizing the unique 
learning needs of our students. 
But it should also mean 
individually and collectively  
re-examining our course content 
and curricula to acknowledge  
and dismantle longstanding 
existing discrimination.
In her book Independent Female Filmmakers, Michele Meek interviews Director Jennifer Fox 
about her documentary career and transition to narrative filmmaking with the autobiographical film 
The Tale starring Laura Dern, Isabelle Nélisse as versions of herself at different ages. (Photo Credit: 
Copyright of HBO Films)
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critically the way they exist in the world 
with which and in which they find them-
selves; they come to see the world not as 
a static reality, but as a reality in process, 
in transformation.” What a liberating 
practice it is to be able to work with 
students to not only study individual 
texts but also to analyze them as part 
of a curated arrangement—whether 
it be an economics textbook or a film 
registry or your syllabus—and recog-
nize that each of these documents is a 
fallible work that might try or not try 
to address widespread biases.
As teachers, scholars, and editors, 
we have tremendous power to work 
against such imbalances and omissions. 
Inclusive teaching certainly means 
instituting fair policies and recogniz-
ing the unique learning needs of our 
students. But it should also mean indi-
vidually and collectively re-examining 
our course content and curricula to 
acknowledge and dismantle longstand-
ing existing discrimination.
Yes, it will certainly take effort on our 
part. And it will likely mean teach-
ing ourselves—working towards the 
discovery of writers, economists, artists, 
filmmakers, scientists, political figures, 
theorists, and others who have too 
often been ignored. It might sometimes 
mean experiencing work that feels 
unfamiliar or makes us uncomfortable. 
And it will likely mean confronting who 
and what we study and why. 
But, I believe, it is vital that we do this 
work. As bell hooks writes, “The class-
room remains the most radical space of 
possibility in the academy.”
diversity’” also “had to confront the 
limitations of their training and  
knowledge, as well as a possible loss  
of ‘authority.’” 
In Laird’s study, he found that women 
and faculty members of color were 
“much more likely” than their male  
and white colleagues to incorporate 
diversity into their courses. There 
might be no other reason for this than 
an awareness of one’s own privileges 
and oppressions. Consider how when  
I started this process, I was no expert  
on women filmmakers—despite actu-
ally being a woman. 
So, how do you identify what you 
need to learn? In their chapter “Critical 
Self-Knowledge for Social Justice 
Educators” in the book Teaching for 
Diversity and Social Justice, Lee Anne 
Bell, Diane J. Goodman, and Rani 
Varghese, recognize this difficulty and 
suggest that “we regularly ref lect on 
our identities and positionality in  
communities of other scholars or learn-
ers who are different and similar to us, 
knowing that a lack of awareness can 
lead us to have limited perspectives or 
leave out information and views that 
are central to a social justice curricu-
lum.” By constantly questioning our 
assumptions and expertise, we open 
ourselves up to the off-putting but 
transformative experience of further 
learning. The effects not only positively 
impact us; they directly improve how 
we teach. 
As Paulo Friere first argued half a 
century ago in Pedagogy of the Oppressed, 
“In problem-posing education, peo-
ple develop their power to perceive 
Michele Meek is Assistant Professor in the 
Department of Communication Studies.
Demonstrating that, as  
the “teacher,” you too are  
limited in your views and 
knowledge is revolutionary  
and transformative—and  
scary. But it might be one of  
the most important steps to 
opening ourselves up to works  
by and about people who  
have been marginalized 
throughout history. 
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This history is recent and it is perhaps 
because of, rather than in spite of this 
fact, that making sense of it can seem 
as murky and speculative as any work 
done by archeologists on a dig. And this 
is the task that Patrick Radden Keefe 
tackles in Say Nothing, a brilliant new 
multi-tiered book that deals with old 
wounds and is unafraid to perhaps open 
a few new ones. The product of ten 
years of research, this gripping nar-
rative is infused with an urgency and 
relevance its author could hardly have 
anticipated. The looming prospect of 
Brexit, and the implications for the 
Irish border, threatens to undo much of 
the Good Friday, or Belfast Agreement, 
the 1998 peace treaty that brought an 
end to most of the violence. Dundalk’s 
status as a wartime border town may yet 
be revived. 
There are many great books about the 
Troubles, some that tell white-knuckle 
tales, and others that deal with the 
agonizing complexity of the conf lict, 
offering outsiders a way to penetrate 
the often opaque minutiae that accom-
panies “the narcissism of small differ-
ences.” But very few have integrated 
a full reckoning of this crisis without 
sacrificing the edge-of-your seat spy 
story quality to which such material so 
readily lends itself. This may be Keefe’s 
principal achievement. It is certainly 
the mechanism which allows the book’s 
other fine attributes to function. Say 
Nothing is a page-turner that would 
serve anyone as a thorough primer on 
the conf lict in Northern Ireland. Keefe 
weaves three stories together in an 
episodic back-and-forth, two from the 
heady days when bombings were a part 
of everyday life in Belfast, and a more 
recent tale that explores how fraught 
legacy issues can become. 
In late November of 1972, Jean 
McConville was taken from her apart-
ment in Belfast’s Divis Flats housing 
project in front of her children, who 
recognized the voices of her masked 
assailants. They were neighbors. Her 
body would not be recovered until a 
storm exposed her partial remains in 
2003. While McConville’s children 
struggled in their unempowered state 
to find her, IRA operative Dolours 
Price rose to radical chic celebrity in 
the wake of her involvement in the 
BOOK REVIEWS
Patrick Radden Keefe, Say Nothing: A True Story of 
Murder and Memory in Northern Ireland (New York: 
Doubleday, 2019).
John Mulrooney
Dundalk is a midsize town on the mouth of the Castletown River. It boasts the Patrick Kavanaugh center that celebrates the life 
and work of its namesake poet and one of Ireland’s 
finest portal tombs, the Proleek Dolmen, located on 
the grounds of the Ballymascanlon Hotel and which 
dates to the Neolithic period. But Dundalk has played 
a crucial role in more recent history as well. In terms 
of the island of Ireland, it is slightly northernish but 
centrally located on the coast of the Irish Sea. In 
1921, the partition of Ireland made Dundalk a border 
town. And when, in the late 1960s, the unresolved 
circumstances of that partition exploded into what 
became known as “The Troubles,” it then became a 
central supply route of weapons and personnel and a 
refuge for republican fighters seeking to avoid capture 
in Northern Ireland, where most of the fighting took 
place. It was also to the outskirts of Dundalk that 16 
people were brought to be “disappeared,” among them 
Jean McConville, a Belfast mother of ten.
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bombing of London’s Old Bailey. It 
was Price who drove McConville over 
the border. We know this now because 
of a series of tapes archived at Boston 
College by journalist Ed Moloney and 
a team of oral historian/participants. 
Keefe weaves in and out of each of these 
tales deftly. His book is almost decep-
tively integrated - each story would be 
compelling on its own. Collectively 
they rise to a cinematic climax. 
The sectarian violence that devastated 
the province for almost thirty years was 
always in sync with an equally fierce 
war of words and definitions. What 
constituted a legitimate target or action 
not only served to bolster the fighter’s 
sense of identity but also eased moral 
qualms about the ramifications of  
what was being done in the name of 
“protecting” one’s community. If, as 
both communities claimed, their  
paramilitary forces were engaged in 
acts of war, then the rules of war should 
apply. Disappearances then, more 
associated with right-wing death squads 
than freedom fighters or legitimate 
armies, present a big problem. They  
are war crimes. 
Keefe illustrates how delicate the  
definitions are - in legal and political 
terms yes - but also in the more  
emotional terrain of identity. His  
sensitivity to the corners some of his 
subjects feel themselves to be in are 
mirrored in some of the deft moves  
he makes himself. 
The mismanagement of the Boston 
College Belfast Project has set back  
not only the Northern Irish peace 
process, but also that of peace processes 
around the world. Mediators in similar 
conf licts in the Balkans and Lebanon 
and elsewhere have been given pause  
by the crumbling of BC’s Belfast 
Project. Boston College and the Byrnes 
Library have taken their lumps and 
Keefe does not spare them wholly. But 
Say Nothing gives us a complex picture, 
a litany of unforced errors in which  
the promises made by Moloney and  
his team were never fully vetted on 
either end, and probably always too 
ambitious, too good to be true. This 
is tricky navigation for Keefe, as his 
book owes much to Moloney and the 
interviews he compiled over many 
years both in and out of the BC project. 
Keefe honors his source without being 
afraid to question it. 
The urge to tell, the desire to come 
clean, can be seductive. It can be moti-
vated by remorse, a desire to set the 
moral compass straight, no matter what 
personal consequences might befall. It 
almost always comes with a risk, both 
for the listener and the talker. It is so 
seductive, perhaps because it is where 
who we are emerges out of who we 
were. But after years of saying nothing, 
when we move to finally say some-
thing, we find there is still much work 
to be done. Say Nothing speaks volumes 
to that realization.
John Mulrooney is Associate Professor  
in the Department of English.
Say Nothing is a page-turner 
that would serve anyone as a 
thorough primer on the conf lict 
in Northern Ireland.
His agility as a writer is most on display 
in the narrow, zeroing in on detail such 
as he does with the story of IRA Belfast 
Brigade commander Brendan Hughes’ 
alias as a toy salesman, or following 
through the thread of the nappy pin 
Mary McConville wore when she was 
taken. It is so readable that one might 
forget just how central the mystery 
of Jean McConville has been to the 
conf lict and current state of the peace 
process in Northern Ireland. Price, who 
has since passed, made a taped confes-
sion to Moloney that implicated Gerry 
Adams as her commanding officer and 
indicated she killed McConville on his 
orders. Adams, the leader of republican 
party Sinn Féin for 35 years, and one of 
the principal architects of the Belfast/
Good Friday Agreement has long 
main tained that he was never a member 
of the IRA nor was he involved in any 
paramilitary activity.
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Entering the room with a quiet but 
commanding presence, Professor Jones-
Rogers took the podium and began 
her story: “Narrative sources, legal and 
financial documents, and military and 
government correspondence make clear 
that white southern women knew the 
‘most obnoxious features’ of slavery all 
too well. Slave-owning women not 
only witnessed the most brutal features 
of slavery, they took part in them, prof-
ited from them and defended them” 
(Jones-Rogers, ix ). “Wait. What?” 
Just as Jones-Rogers points out in her 
book, I, like most historians, have long 
understood that white women actively 
participated and benefited from slavery, 
and in fact often ruled the domestic 
sphere with brutal cruelty. We had long 
given up the notion that any sort of 
cross-racial “sisterhood” existed. 
But what we did not know (or perhaps 
care to know), is what Jones-Rogers 
argues so brilliantly and persuasively, 
that “when we focus specifically  
on women who owned enslaved  
people in their own right, [particularly] 
the experiences of married slave- 
owning women, [we find that] … 
the product of these women’s economic 
investments in slavery – the people  
they owned – including the wages 
enslaved people earned when hired out 
to others, the cash crops they cultivated, 
picked and packed for shipment and  
the babies they nursed, were funda-
mental to the nation’s economic growth 
and to American capitalism” (xiii. 
Emphasis added).
My heart started to pound. I felt 
myself take a sharp in-breath, what-
ever post-commute fatigue I had left, 
f lew from my bones. Listen to those 
words: “women” … “owned” … “in 
their own right” … “fundamental” 
… “American capitalism.” As Jones-
Rogers argues, if we take this in, if we 
fully comprehend the fact that white 
women’s actions “helped make the 
nineteenth-century scale of cotton 
cultivation possible, [then] the nar-
rative of slavery, nineteenth-century 
markets, and capitalism as the domain 
of men becomes untenable” (Emphasis 
added). And if that narrative is unten-
able, then white women could also no 
longer stand just a bit to the side, just a 
bit removed from the ongoing histori-
cal legacy of slavery in contrast to white 
men, even when, particularly when it 
came to what is in fact the most hor-
rible violence of slavery -- economic 
violence – the treating human beings  
as property.
Stephanie E. Jones-Rogers, They Were Her Property: 
White Women as Slave Owners in the American South 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 2019).
Margaret Lowe
Though it had been a long day, and though April was still proving to be the “cruelest month,” when I emerged from the Harvard Square 
MBTA stop, I was determined not to let fatigue  
lead me astray. On my calendar for the past month, 
I was eager to hear Stephanie E. Jones-Rogers talk 
about her new book, They Were Her Property: White 
Women as Slave Owners in the American South. With 
such a provocative title and having read a few blurbs,  
I expected to attend a good forum; one where I would 
pick up a few choice tidbits about African American 
history that I could share with my classes and fold into 
my research. I have been researching, teaching and 
thinking about gender, race, and African American 
history for many years, my whole career really. And 
yes, as a white woman, I had thought long and hard 
about my location, about white privilege, about how 
systemic racism pervades all aspects of American life, 
of my life. And so, as I opened the heavy Unitarian 
Church doors where the forum was held, I did so with 
what I hoped was both a learned and humble mind. 
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Still, my heart pounded for another 
reason. Awe. The awe of one historian 
sitting before an inspired practitioner 
of the craft. Jones-Rogers is a “histo-
rian’s historian.” Just as the best his-
torians do, like a detective on a chase, 
she located and then combed through 
every conceivable extant primary 
source relevant to her case. First, she 
examined and asked new questions of 
the “usual suspects”: legal documents 
(wills, estate sales, divorce, marriage 
and birth records, plantation invento-
ries), personal accounts (diaries, letters, 
photographs, clothing), print media 
(newspapers, runaway advertisements), 
and government documents (congres-
sional testimony, elections, legisla-
tion). Second, and most importantly, 
she mined the accounts of formerly 
enslaved peoples gathered by Works 
Progress Administration (WPA) inter-
viewers during the Great Depression 
and then matched that testimony 
against her other evidence. Thus, page 
after page, Jones-Rogers illustrates that 
when “we listen to what enslaved peo-
ple had to say about white women and 
slave mastery, we find that … no group 
spoke about [white] women’s invest-
ments in slavery more often or more 
powerfully than the enslaved people 
subject to their ownership and control. 
…They were the people whose lives 
were forever changed,” for example, 
“when a mistress sold someone just so 
she could buy a new dress” (xx).
Jones-Rogers marshals this evidence in 
a parallel history of American slavery 
(through its ending and then the rise 
of Jim Crow) and a white southern 
woman’s trajectory as a slave owner. 
Beginning with the acculturation of 
white girls into their roles as “Mistresses 
in the Making,” she then traces their 
emergence into adulthood in her chap-
ters evocatively titled with the words of 
formerly enslaved peoples: “A Missus 
who Done her Own Bossing,” “Wet 
Nurse for Sale or Hire,” and “That 
‘Oman took Delight in Sellin’ Slaves.” 
Devastated by “the loss of their pri-
mary source of personal wealth” (56), 
white southern women in all stages 
of adulthood perceived the Civil War 
as an “Unprecedented Robbery.” In 
turn, they were only too happy to lead 
the charge in mythologizing the Civil 
War as Jones-Rogers lays out in her 
Epilogue: “Lost Kindred, Lost Cause.” 
While each chapter deserves a close 
reading, scholars of women’s and gen-
der history will find especially useful 
those sections in which Jones-Rogers 
demonstrates that contrary to most his-
torical interpretations, the legal princi-
ple of “coverture” did not restrict mar-
ried women’s legal rights to the extent 
we thought. With meticulous research, 
Jones-Rogers reveals that white women 
used myriad legal strategies and took 
advantage of even the smallest loophole 
to get around such laws in order to 
accumulate, preserve and enhance their 
own and their family’s economic stand-
ing by trading in human property. In 
fact, this role was so commonplace that 
observers rarely commented upon it, 
not even when “delicate” white women 
bargained for the best “deal” at public 
slave auctions. In just one of the hun-
dreds of such accounts Jones-Rogers 
includes, “Tom Hawkins” explained 
that “she [Annie Poore, his owner] 
‘was all the time sellin’ her slaves for big 
prices after she done train ‘em for to be 
cooks, housegals … and wash ‘omans’” 
(205). Here, as throughout her book, 
Jones-Rogers lets us see this harsh 
reality for ourselves. With unassailable 
evidence, she documents that “white 
women in the South understood the 
darkest dimensions of the market in 
people firsthand” and that indeed 
“they were far more than begrudgingly 
complicit bystanders on the margin of 
the peculiar institution” … “they were 
co-conspirators” (205). 
I finished the book with my heart  
still pounding -- in both awe and 
trepidation. Awe, for the power and 
beauty of inspired scholarship and 
just what the humanities can do. And 
trepidation. Am I, are we, as a nation 
willing to grapple with the profound 
and on-going implications of what 
Jones-Rogers has rendered? As the 
historian, Edmund Morgan, so elo-
quently argued, the “central paradox of 
American history” is that slavery and 
liberty grew up side-by-side. Now with 
Jones-Rogers as our guide, we know 
the full extent to which white women 
were/are part of that paradox. 
Margaret Lowe is Professor in the 
Department of History
I, like most historians, have long 
understood that white women 
actively participated and benefited 
from slavery, and in fact often 
ruled the domestic sphere with 
brutal cruelty. 
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Winter’s Last Gasp
Panteha Sanati Zaker
Outside lie the wreckage of this 16th 
New England fall
where I see a frail gnat flutter by
having found the audacity to hatch
to life
oblivious to the whim of March
blowing with force 
casting it to the trunk of a soaking larch
I sniff for the musty moss
verdant and velvety
But all that remains
are brown brittle leaves
last fall having stolen 
the life within
from their gnarly grasp
Panteha Sanati Zaker is a 
Part-time Faculty Member in 
the Department of English
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